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plead innocent to murder 
charge. 
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‘Jacks drop ax on Aggies 
KEITH SHEFFIELO/ LUMBERJACK STAFF 
   
  
The women’s basketball team did what many 
believed to be impossible last night by defeating UC 
Davis 72-67 in the first round of the NCAC playoffs. 
HSU also put an end to the Aggies’ 23-game winning 
streak. The Aggies came into the contest ranked 
10th in the nation and were dismissing NCAC foes 
by an average of 30.4 points a game. 
Erin Bishop, upper left, has been one of the ‘Jacks’ 
primary inside forces. Tami McCaniess, above, led 
the ‘Jacks in scoring with 29 points and six steals. 
Sarah Trobee, left, has been one of the key players 
off the bench for HSU this season. The ‘Jacks travel 
to Chico State on Friday for a second round game. 
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Innocent plea expected in Angelel orreigament 
Student to embork on bike ride to fight AIDS 
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Angelel ready to plead innocent 
The 53-year-old professor, 
his arrest last 
week. was 
charged with the 
murder of his es- 
tranged wife 
Lonna 
Angelel who had . 
been missing 
since Dec. 17. Her 
decomposed 
the Humboldt County Munici- 
pal Court in which Judge Bruce 
Watson asked him if he under- 
stood the nature of his charges. 
Without expression, Angelel 
“Yes sir.” 
Bragg requested Friday that 
el’s bail be lowered from 
$1 million to $100,000, but was 
turned down after Deputy Dis- 
trict Attorney Max Cardoza ar- 
gued that bail should remain at 
his wife and he had separated,” 
Bragg said. “He cooperated with 
authorities.” 
He also said 
ously ill with diabetes and needs 
to stay in the area for the care of 
his doctor. Angelel has a severe 
case of diabetes and wears artifi- 
cial legs 
Cardoza argued against 
Bragg’s claim that Angelel coop- 
erated with police. He said four 
“He's depressed not only by the charges brought 
up against him, but also the death of his wife.” 
 
body was found 
Feb. 10 under six to seven feet of 
brush about two miles from the 
home the couple shared in 
Fieldbrook. 
Lonna was in the 
cess of annulling her 15-year 
marriage to Larry Angelel in or- 
der to become a nun at the Our 
Lady of Mount Carmel convent 
in San Diego. At the time of her 
death she hadn’t begun her stud- 
ies to become a nun. 
s first court appear- 
ance was held last Wednesday in 
$1 million or even be increased. 
Cardoza said $1 million is not 
an extraordinary amount of 
money for this type of case. Judge 
John R. Morrison refused to 
lower the bail. 
Bragg argued Angelel has no 
intention of leaving the area and 
is nota threat to the community, 
therefore his bail should be low- 
ered. 
“He knew the whole time the 
preeigeeennenieenaaeret 






Thiel from inter- 
viewing a key 
  BILL BRAGG = witness in the Angelel’s attorney _ case. However, Bragg re- sponded that the witness was one of Angelel’s daughters and Thiel had come to — : - ’s ho rsuade : Angeicl’s home to persuade her Brofessor Larry Angelel (left) listens while attorney Bill Bragg 
Cardoza said he was surprised argues for his client's bail to be lowered. 
that four days after Lonna 
Angelel’s disappearance, Larry tressed,” but saidthatunderthe him, butalsothedeath ofhis wife,” 
Angelel was concerned more _circumstanceshe’s“holdingup _ Bragg said. 
about whether family members _ welll.” He said Angelel’s daugh- Jailauthorities, Bragg said, have 
should make statementstoinves- _ters as well as other supporters _ beenvvery helpful toward his medi- 
tigators than about what hap- _—ihave come to visit him in the _cal condition. 
pened to his former wife. Humboldt County Jail. In regards to Bragg’s claim that 
On Tuesday Bragg said “He’s depressed not only by 
Angelel has ie “quite dis- the charges brought up against See Angelel, page 6 he was a prime suspect because 
Bells, drums, hips shake things up at HSU 
  
; KELLY COOK/LUMBERJACK STAFF 
A dancer spins to the rhythm at a Middle Eastern Dance Ciub gathering. 
By Christina Begley 
LUMBERJACK STAFF 
If you’ve seen hips shaking around cam- 
pus lately, chances are you've spotted some 
ofthe members ofthe Middle Eastern Dance 
Club. 
Founders of the club were looking for a 
place and time to dance when the idea 
formed to start the organization. Now, bells 
and dancing feet can be heard emanating 
from Gist Hall 102 every Sunday night 
from 6 to 8 p.m. 
“Right now we have about 30 members, 
but we're still recruiting,” said club Presi- 
dent Rose Anthony, a psychology fresh- 
man whose dancing name is Shoshana. 
“The great thing about belly dancing and 
our club in parti is that there are so 
many styles out there to learn, with a variety 
of influences. 
“All the classes should be a lot of fun. 
We've got great teachers but they’re also 
open to different directions from member 
input,” Anthony said. 
Anthony has been dancing all her life, but 
began belly dancing three $ years ago. She 
hasalso beenactive in the belly dance troupe 
Shaken, not Stirred. 
“[ve done a lot of different dance styles 
and I wanted to expand my dance base so I 
got involved in belly dancing,” Anthony 
said. “Now it is my favorite.” 
The club is also affiliated with the HSU 
Multicultural Center, and hopes to com- 
bine their efforts for special events. An- 
thony also said the local area has many op- 
portunities for a dance troupe. 
“We hope to be able to travel to work- 
shops and perform in the area. There are a 
lot of really neat belly dancing things going 
on in this community,” she said. “It’s also 
not too hard to get dance performances 
scheduled with other events because it al- 
ways adds flavor to whatever is going on.” 
Under the advisement of David Shaw, a 
fencing instructor, Anthony said she feels 
optimistic now that the club is finally in 
action. 
“T plan on continuing to work with the 
club while I’m at HSU, but I think it will be 
pretty self-sustaining,” Anthony said. “And 
all the energy we have so far should sustain 
us for quite a few years.” 
The club is searching for musicians with 
experience in middle-eastern rhythms to 
play at performances. 
“We have a good collection of tapes and 
CDs now which are great for practice, but 
it’s so much fun to have a live drummer 
there,” Anthony said. 
Co-founder Gloriah Leno, a dancer for 
more than 20 years, has been producing a 
magazine influenced by Middle Eastern 
See Shaking, page 4 
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By 8.L. Salamone 
SCIENCE EDITOR 
Glen M. Hendrickson, paint- 
ing supervisor of the Mainte- 
nance at HSU, died 
Hg 23 of a heart attack..He was 
A Eureka resident, 
Hendrickson had been in and 
out of the hospital for the past 
few weeks with heart problems, 
but doctors sent him home and 
Hendrickson was anxious to re- 
turn to work, co-workers said. 
“I got the call Friday. I felt just 
terrible,” said Mark Baker, 
Hendrickson’s supervisor. “We 
didn’t expect it. We thought he 
was recovering.” 
Hendrickson had been em- 
ployed at HSU for more than 20 
years. He oversaw both the inte- 
rior and the exterior painting re- 
quired at the university. Co- 
workers said he took pride in   
- Painter dies at 53 
what he did. 
“He just loved this campus,” 
said Bonnie Schinaman, work 
control coordinator. “You get a 
lot of grumblers in this day and 
age, but not him.” 
Hendrickson is survived by his 
wife, Lynette and daughters, 
Charlotte and Georgia. His hobby 
was ae old cars and he =~ 
frequently seen driving one o 
site wae special nd of guy, ewasa guy, 
administrator. “He dalways walk 
the extra mile for ; 
Co-workers were 8 by 
the news of Hendrickson’s death. 
“I met him when he first started 
Fenguscasaid.“We'realljut Bind » e'reall st ki 
of stunned.” 
Services will be held today at 2 
p.m. at Immanuel Lutheran 
Church, 3230 West Harris St., 
Eureka.   
  ae 
Salecuodthigroe tuaauier 18 toa - 
ter. Due to her heavy class load 
this semester, Leno, who is an art 
senior, is limiting her involvement 
with in the 
_ “Pve found in my time that be- . would 
Sierder clpence. Pretend r of a I've danced 
for the Ambassador of Ethiopia,” 
“There isa connection I 
get with people by belly dancing, 
it’s a way to communicate without . 
saying any words,” Leno said. 
5 met so many nice, inter- 
pn | le from around the 
world. This really promotes 
multicultural interests. 
Future plans for the club include 
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Student cycles for AIDS 
By Merci Keener _ 
In June, more than 2,000 people 
wil on their bikes and embark 
ona5 i trek from San Fran- 
ies multi 
be one of those cyclists in the Cali- 
a ide S. - 
rom June 2 through 8 Coleman 
Sade: ax vatican whe ngside other participa ts who 
are required to raise $2,500 each 
for the San Francisco AIDS Foun- 
dation 
ie ‘basically a moving city,” he 
In 1995 riders raised more than 
$5 million for the Foundation, 
which provides AIDS education 
and care. 
“I've had a couple of friends that 
“It’s a big community aware- 
parson og ay thou- 
people on icycles is 
noticeable. You can’t miss it. 
Coleman said he still has a ways 
to go until he reaches the required 
$2,500. moore mineand my 
me money, but I "really hit 
the business community yet,” 
On Feb. 18, the Jambalaya Pus 
and the Molting Vultures and do- 
nated part ofits profits to Coleman. 
Wildwood Music donated 
“Sait & freshwater tockle 
‘Fly tying tools & materials 
‘World-wids fishing 
The largest selection of all types of fishing gear and 
accessories on the Northcoast 
Fly fishing tackde & accessories 
adventures 
“Guide zervice for Slenon & Steethond on oll Mothers Cottlornia rivers 
815 J Street * Arcata (behind the Co-op) 
822-8331 
 
‘Rod hoeks & building components 
‘Rod & reel repeir 
‘Fly tying desses 
‘Books, T-shirts, videos & more 





t + ad 
HSU senior William Coleman rides along Samoa Boulevard in 
preparation for his 500-mile journey this summer. 
sound equipment, which helped 
alleviate more expenses for the 
evening, which brought Coleman 
about $300. 
Abenefitwith the band Surfbound 
is scheduled for March 21 at the 
Jambalaya. 
Coleman said his parents are more 
aware of the effects of AIDS. 
“Even they know. They've got a 
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1731 G St, 
 
Eye Exams Avelabe 
@ © Emergency 
a “on yoo nsuneun 
© All Prescriptions Filled © Lab on Premises 
@ 826-7194 
Arcata ¢ Next to Subway 
good friend of theirs who gotit from 
ablood transfusion. He’sabig burly 
who is really sick now, 
he said. “It’s things like that when 
people finally go ‘wow this happens 
iam Coleman, P.O. Box 1254, Eu- 
reka, Calif., 95502.     
FREE p 
  
Think You Might 
Be Pregnant? 
all services free and 
_ Ors Pregnancy Cnaer 
  
  
   
607 F Street, Arcata 



















































     
  
   
    
  
      
     





     
    
    
  
  
   
  
 
   
   
  
  
    
 
   
     
    
  
   
    
¢ The HSU Lib rted 
on Tussadiy Wiataman idkewased 
“problems with the staff’ in the 
¢ A smoke alarm on the second 
floor of Chi in Hall was acti- 
vated Tu evening when pa- 
on a resident’s door was i 
oi A suspect has been identi- 
e Ananon callerreported 
a person having unauthorized pos- 
session of a campus master key. A 
retired faculty member was using 
the key to enter campus buildings 
in a case thought to have been 
resolved five years ago. The mat- 
ter was referred to administration. 
e A “strange” man was seen 
i lockers in th Art Beldiog hureday morning 
and skinny Hewas described as 
aaa e BER ON i<? 
¢ A metal chair was found out- 
side a Redwood Hall room Thurs- 
day night, riddled with numerous 
bullet oles. The chair was aban- 
doned there that morning. Those 
responsible remain at large. 
e A suspicious flier soliciting 
nude models, found on a us 
bulletin board, was reported Fri- 
day. The flier had not been 
stamped for for posti 
When ehepaieghael at 
was the person who an- 
a icious and 
ignorant o! art prin- Soles.” P y 
and '.06 eA 
ounces of marijuana 
were seized soos Sunset Hall 
room morning. 
oA locked herself out of 
the HSU Greenhouse Sunday 
morning. The plants held theirown 
in ee? me ce. ‘ 
© Monday morning there were 
reports of e setting off fire- 
works in the Field House. The 
end ittin inst a wall. 
e About 10 a.m. Monday, UPD 
assisted APD when a man robbed 
the Wells Fargo Bank in Arcata. 
Compiled by Andrew I. Jones 
ijuana pi 
Largest Selection of NEW CDs 
on the North Coast 
THE METRO 
CDS & TAPES 
858 G St+* ARCATA: ON THE PLAZA 
Oren 7 Days ¢ 822-9015  
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Glenwood Laundromat 
- 2365 Myrtle Ave., Eureka 
$1.25 Wash 
Hot Dryers 
February Specials 25% off on drop-off with student I.D. 
1 free wash with this coupon! 
Attended hours- 7:45a.m. to 1:00 p.m. & 3:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. 
Store Hours - 7:45 a.m, - 9:00 p.m. ; 
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Now Open... 
7:00 a.m. Everyday 
Fri. & Sat. 'til 9:00 p.m. 
** Organic Espresso & Local Foods 
* Fresh Juices & Smoothies 
%* Catering & Take out 
¥ Vegan & Vegetarian Meals 
Northtown Between G & H 
768 18th St. ¢ Arcata   826-7543     
   
     
   
    
      
 
  
" By Candlelight... 
Magical Treasure Candies in many shapes and 
colors—star, pyramid, heart, Saturn and birth- 
day cake in-a-box—reveal hidden treasures: 
messages, charms, jewels and crystals. 
Pillar candies in colors to complement 
sr gpenee cape Seo    
            —_— ~ 1031 HST. e ARCATA ¢ 822-3450   
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CLC helps cyclists repair their own bikes 
Sy Cniatinn ico 
HSU"s Cycle Learning Center 
meets the maintenance needs of 
thing in the process. 
The CLC is made up of stu- 
dents who volunteer their timeand 
expertise in bicycle mechanics to 
help other students on campus 
become more self-sufficient with 
the upkeep of their bicycles. 
“The Cycle Learning Center is 
a bicycle cooperative,” said Pablo 
Herrera, a junior wildlife major 
who is serving his third semester 
with the CLC. “Basically, our aim 
isto help students and faculty learn 
how to work on their own bikes.” 
The first active semester of the 
current workshop wa  in the fall of 
1992. The workshop is located 
adjacent to Nelson Hall across from 
the Depot. 
It is stocked with bicycle refer- 
ence materials, books, bike stands 
and specialized bicycle toolsas well 
as knowledgeable mechanics who 
can assist with repairs. 
Mike Duffy, a senior philoso- 
phy and German major who vol- 
unteers with the CLC, said usual 




making sure gears work cor- 
rectly 
¢ brake adjustments 
© fixing flat tires 
¢ and changing bearings in hubs 











HEATHER PARKERILUMBERJACK STAFF 
HSU undeclared freshman Mike Daiforno adjusts his cranks 
and gears at the CLC workshop located on campus. 
every so often,” Duffy said. tools, bicycle grease, ball bearings 
“Living in Humboldt County, and other equipment, Herrera 
bikes take a lot of wear and tear if said. 
you ride them a lot — the weather, Bicycle security is an important 
the mud — they take their toll,” issue to the CLC. It loans out 
Herrera said. sturdy locks for the day to anyone 
All HSU students can join the on campus missing a lock or key. 
CLC for $5 per semester. This “All you have to do is come over 
donation goesdirectly“inthepool (tothe workshop), we'llcheck your 
of money” the CLC uses to buy !Dandgive youalockand key and 
you'll be set for the day,” Herrera 
said. 
In addition to maintenance 
needs, the CLC offers educational 
programs. Members are going 
a-Center Activities class 
| which teaches students bicycle me- 
chanics. 
Last week the CLC put on a 
seminar in conjunction with 
Student Health Services and the 
Humboldt County Department of 
Public Health. The seminar lasted 
an hour and covered bicycle safety 
and forest safety and laws, Herrera 
said. 
Those who attended the semi- 
nar received a free helmet which 
  
would normally cost from $45 to 
$50, he said. 
well "He cae went really 
"Herrera said Wegaveaway 
oa rhecLCekkra meets 
ae at 5 p.m. in 
room | . Evecy Fri 
poet anyone interested 
can meet in front of the workshop 
to take group bicycle rides. 
  Angelel 
econtinued from page 3 
Angelel was incapable of mur- 
dering Lonna Angelel because 
of his disability, he said, “The 
reference to his capability was 
in regards to the disposal ofher 
body based on the information 
I ‘aie ” He said anyone is ca- 
pable of murdering someone, 
but because of Angelel’s dis- 
ability it would be difficult for 
him to get rid of the body. 
However, Cardoza said 
Angelel “is more than physi 
= capable of committing the 
wee? s mobile enough and 
strong enough to have commit- 
ted the crime,” Cardoza said. 
Students and faculty remain 
troubled over Angelel’s arrest. 
Some people refuse to believe 
the \ 
Zoology senior James Stich, 
who has known Angelel for four 
years and is a lifeguard at the 
HSU pool, said he doesn’t be- 
lieve Angelel committed this   
crime and was “shocked” to 
here about his arrest. 
“Since I’ve been here he’s 
been one of the most helpful 
teachers I’ve had,” Stich ssid. 
caret ary Angel mu. 
Larry Angelel mur- 
his wife, Stich shook his 
heed grisly arid seid “Nos” 
Math teacher prep senior 
Nick 0, who is a student 
nee "s classes, said 
alot of students were dismayed 
by the news of Angelel’s arrest. 
“Pve known see for seven 
he’sa: cae 
Delgado said class) 
weit chocked.” 
Alfred Guillaume, vice presi- 
dent of academic affairs, said 
consideration has been give  to 
Angelel to other duties 
at HSU if he gets out on bail. 
“He’s innocent until proven 
guilty,” Guillaume “We 
must respect the law and we 
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Student Web pages aro 
  
By Andrew |. Jones pages will also be addressed. ring to HSU last semester. He the screen that must be typed in. 
THIS WEEK EDITOR ee oe oa nie ‘a expects cae we page for what § “Peopleshould makeaconscious 
tively on be re- many — posting in- decision toget to (courtesy pages),” Students will soon be allowed moved,” Cannonsaid, butstudents formation about personal inter- Cannon set press ite o m 
to publish their World Wide Web wid be amend mn sept erent. ests and résumé. minder that student pages are not 
atHSU. : _ Regulation of stud var- —_ Cannon said a Web address official pages of the university. Many eb accounts will be activated —_ies among universities — from no is like a phone number on a cisiasiaaasie Ail Meili satan, 
on Sorrel, a campus network, af- _ regulation to not allow ng pagesat_ résumé and shows a level of ties ‘tional =. 
ter an ate use for : ; . technical skill. tie abeggen 
compe creas a cumeeed, A disclaimer will be required for “Some | ies do go look- student pages has been ordered rs 
said Bill Cannon, directorofCom- _each page. It states: “The informa- ing for student home pages when purchased in anticipation of com- 
ing and Telecommunica- _ a lc missions from iptions to 
tions ana policy \¢ Sat teil Mehmet eases ait aE Pte SprintLink, the Internet service 
id-March. a 
Id at kiosks Students willbe able to acti Student pages are very unofficial. We consider Web eae aces eet si 
vale their Sorrel accounts in materials to be publications of the university and because cent of subscription fees to 
ane HSU, which is directed andRedwoodeysems,butbe- of that the content of those pages must reflect positively on Snow" moeagea 
sic pages students’ ‘aa ’ 




director of Computing and Telecommunication 
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und corner | 
ing for getting access to the 
Web, we thought we'd turn 
some of those commissions 
back around and allow students  
not a direct part of HSU’s 
educational program, Cannon 
said, 
“Student are very unoffi- 
cial,” he said. “We consider Web 
materials to be publications of the 
university and because of that the 
content of those pages must re- 
flect positiv ee ity.” 
Major points of the appropriate 
use policy deal with guidelines for 
 
       
CALL THE 
AE SEE US I & 
  
AS. @ 
tion on this that of 
(student's name) and not necessar- 
ily that of Humboldt State Univer- 
sity. (Student’s name) takes full 
responsibility for the information 
presented.” 
“Ie’ll be nice to have pages, even 
if regulated,” said Jesse Barnes, 
computer science so re and 
Humboldt Users’ Group member. 
Barnes had a Web page at Cali- 
fornia Polytechnic University at 





they have applicants so if you've 
got a bunch of garbage on there 
that you wouldn’t want your 
mother or father to see, you prob- 
ably wouldn’t want ajob recruiter 
to see it either,” he said. 
Courtesy pages will not be 
linked directly to HSU’s official 
main page, but an address to find 
them will be listed. In other words, 
a user browsing HSU’s page can- 
not use a mouse to click on and 
follow a link to student pages, but 
an address will be displayed on 
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to establish a presence on the 
Web,” Cannon said. “It seemed to 
be a natural use for the funds.” 
Sorrel accounts will be allotted 
1.5 megabytes storage space. 
“You can get a lot of stuff in one- 
and-a-half megs if you’re not get- 
ting crazy with graphics and color 
and everything else,” he said. 
Examples of student pages can 
beviewedat the University ofSouth- 
ern California at http://www- 
see 
Federal 1040 A or EZ ang CA 540 : 




    
 
OVER 300 PERIODICALS 





    
124 Second Street 
Eureka, CA 95501 
445¢3155 
OPEN SEVEN DAYS 
“For Musicians ... 
By Musicians”   
_Wedeandey,¥ Feb. 28, 1996 
“ALIFE CYCLE’s Annual 




1995 TREK 800 sp. 
1995 GT OUTPOST TRAIL 
1995 TREK 830 
| 1995 GT TIMBERLINE 
1995 TREK 6500 
ALL BMX BIKES 
1996 TREK 800 




















ON CLOSE-OUTS: « 
CYCLING SHOES, 
CLOTHING, GLOVES, 
LIGHTS, GEL SADDLES, 
BIKE COMPUTERS, 
HELMETS, PUMPS, 




JUST ABOUT EVERY THING 
YOU’LL EVER NEED 
$30 to 100° OFFil 
$30” to $100 OFFI! 
ALL 1996 TREKS 
ALL 1996 GT 
ON SALE 
WATER POWER TUBES 
BOTTLES) BARS 2 FOR 
17} Loo | Fe 
HALOGEN LIGHTS ‘12% - 
TREK COMPUTERS — « $2g% 
NIKE SHORTS Ve OFF! 
MISC JERSEYS Va OFFI 
HELMETS 1995 MICRO —? 
          
          
RECHARGEABLE LIGHTS LOW 
YAKIMA RACKS 10-30% OFF! 
Super sale 
SALE ee 
my: MAN kG oe 





   
@ Vietman veteran Dan Lawrence . 
‘speaks’ to KHUM listeners through a 
lap top computer and voice synthesizer. 
” Dan Lawrence— “the 
DJ with a Chip” — made his radio 
debut Feb. 15 with his retro show 
“Digital Music Zone” highlight- 
ing tunes from the Vietnam Era — 
despite the loss ofhis vocal chords 
to cancer. 
His new “voice,” which is only 
six months 
rolls off his fin- 
gers through a 
voice synthesi 
(acomputer pro- 
gram that con- 
verts text to 
sounds) and 
surges out of a 
speaker attached 
to a laptop com- 
puter enabling 
him to do his 
show with the 





still trying to di- 
gest the unfore- 
seen attention 
his first program 
received. 
 
“(He) has passion for 
music and he is able to 
do it no matter what 
obstacles he has to climb 
GARY FRANKLIN 
KHUM disc jockey 
“Music helps me 
remember. Music that 
does not cause a memory 
is just noise.” 
DAN LAWRENCE 
KHUM’s new retro show DJ 
eral manager and president. 
chords to cancer in June 1994. He 
was in February 1993 
after going to the doctor for an ear 
ache. Four doctors examined him 
and found a tumor on his larynx 
which had wrapped around the 
nerve from his ear. 
He said doctors believe the can- 
cer was a result 








ing the herbi- 
cide from 1970 
to 1972. 
service ended 




to school for 
computer pro- 
“This was 
never platined or even considered 
when we started this show,” he 
said, referring to the calls and faxes 
that flooded the five-week-old 
KHUM (104.7 FM) in response 
to his first show. “Itjust exploded.” 
Lawrence, who worked at HSU 
as a computer programmer from 
1988 to 1989, may be the only 
voiceless disc jockey in the coun- 
try, said Cliff Berkowitz, co-gen- 
Programming, painting and 
knocking down walls was what he 
was recruited for when he went to 
help out the station with 
his fiancé, Leslie F KHUM 
office manager. One day he sur- 
prised everyone with his “voice” 
when eda brought his synthesizer 
into the station. 
“At that point I got to see how 
eloquent he really was,” said 
Lawrence, 45, lost his vocal 
When his» 
Wednesday, Feb. 28, 1996 
Voiceless DJ rocks Humboldt County 
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 HEATHER PARKER/CHEIF PHOTOGRAPHER 
KHUM DJ Dan Lawrence, after losing his voice in 1994 to cancer, now speaks with the aide of 
a voice synthesizer over the air every Thursday from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. 
Berkowitz, who had only read 
Lawrence’s words ona yellow note 
pad prior to that. 
“When he was able to sit down 
at the and say 
what he felt like saying com 
he was like a different man,” said 
Gary Franklin, KHUM Dj. “It 
was obvious he had a lot inside of 
him.” 
His eloquence is equally 
matched by his love of music — he 
has seen Frank Zappa 137 times, 
including 45 times in Europe, in 
his 45 years. 
“We knew through conversing 
  
Cliff Berkowitz, co-manager of KHUM, watches the clock count down to Digital Dan's Thureday night show — the “Digital Music 
Zone” — which features music from the 600 through the ‘80s. 
with him how much music moved 
his soul,” Franklin said. “(He) has 
passion for music and he is able to 
do it no matter what obstacles he 
has to climb over.” 
Berkowitz, anxious to see how 
the audience would receive the 
synthesized voice, aired a taped 
interview with Lawrence and 
asked for the audience to respond. 
Listeners made it abundantly 
clear they wanted Digital Dan on 
the air. 
Franklin said one caller told him 
she jumped out of the bathtub and 
ran to the phone because she had 
to let them know how much she 
supported him. 
His first show brought more 
phone activity to the station then it 
had in the five weeks it was on the 
air, Berkowitz said . 
Lawrence picks the music for 
his live Thureday night program 
and stores the transcriptin the com- 
puter for when he needs it. When 
the music fades he pushes the key and 
“talking” to the audience. 
After 
San Jose Mercury News, AcuVoice 
Inc., a San Jose electronic com- 
pany, called Lawrence and do- 
See Digital Dan, page 12 
  
about him in the *
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Plaza through eyes ofa an Arcata ‘oldtimer’ 
@ Don Kolshinski — hot dog car operator and former 
owner of Don’s Donut Bar — reflects on many 
changes to downtown Arcata since his childhood. 
By Les Kamm 
LUMBERJACK STAFF 
Ever had a dream about hot dogs chasing 
donuts? 
Don Kolshinski has. He owned Don's 
Donuts on G Street between 9th and 10th 
streets for 25 years, and for the past 11 years 
has sold hot dogs on the Arcata Plaza. Dur- 
ing that time he has seen as many changes as 
the McKinley statue. 
“G Street used o be 101,” said Kolshinski. 
“Over there used to be the Delta Lanes 
bowling alley and three all-night restaurants 
that served the best sandwiches in the 
world,” he said, looking at a bead store, 
record shop and sporting goods store. 
He stands behind his stainless steel cart 
on the 9th and G streets corner and sells 
regular, Polish, Louisiana hot and tofu dogs. 
Healso offers coffee but no decaf, hot choco- 
late, sodas, hot tea and he'll even shine your 
shoes for you. 
“I got the idea from New Orleans and the 
cart from New Jersey,” he said as he opened 
up at 8:30 a.m. ona Saturday. “I got the cart 
and nou ” said Kolshinski as 
he emptied hot dogs into the boiling bins in 
his cart. “If you wanted a job all you had to 
Kolshinski started 
17 as a clerk in the old Alliance Store. Now 
56, he said he never wanted to work for a 
timber company and is happy to have cho- 
sen to run his own business. 
“I never wanted to bealogger — too many 
died,” he said. “My father broke 
tian ins irae placenend spent @6 djs 
in the Trinity Hospital.” 
The Trinity Hospital is now the Univer- 
sity Annex. 
Kolshinski is usually on the Plaza seven 
days a week from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., but stays 
home when it rains. The cart is too heavy to 
put in his truck so he stores it on K Street. 
By 1 1 o’clock the sky was clearing. People 
came to talk and sit with Kolshinski. They 
waved to him from passing cars. And any- 
time he had to leave, there was always some- 
  
for $7,000 one to 
but with all watch his 
the extras p : cart. 
t's worth “I've seen old McKinley there with a trash can when 
t ; , ’ olshins 
$11,000." upside down over his head, wearinga aad te 
- gaits trenchcoat and dressed up like Santa. I've seen Orne 
es stabbings, people having sex and fights right shop, busi- 
migrant here on the Plaza in broad daylight.” beak wit 
whosettled oggers, 
in Oregon DON KOLSHINSK! fishermen 
— ‘ei hot dog cart operator and former owner of Don’s Donuts sess 
wife Bea. But those 
Frank moved his family to Arcata in 1949 _ industries are now in recession. 
when Don was 11. “There used to be 13 sawmills in the 
Arcata was a boomtown in those days. Arcata city limits, now there’s none,” he 
“Back during the logging days, things said. “Kelly’s Jewelers has been there for 60 
were much better. Lotsofpeoplewithmoney _years and it closed, and that store used to be 
ee CEL ORGR OPENS DARY @ 11404 
wed tHe “tru bon Zen 
C Hi Fe AE 
  
677-361_ AA 
HHE IG HITS 
Ke CASIN®O 
at the age of. 
 
 
LES KAMMILUMBERJACK STAFF 
Don Kolehinetd reminieces over Arcete days of cld'es he sells hot doge and 
coffee on th  Plaza. 
Jacob’s Drugstore and then it was a florist 
shop and then an audio store and now it’s a 
gift shop.” 
The store is called G 
“My mother cried when I sold the donut 
shop,” he said. “She didn’t like how the 
town when logging died.” 
“G Street used to be 101 and it had three 
all-night restaurants on it. Delta Lanes right 
there,” he said, pointing east down 9th 
Street. “And this Plaza was a lot different — 
gravel paths, big green shrubs and a big tree 
over there.” 
He sat down on one of the folding chairs 
that he brought wit  him. 





Japanese film company Manabu 
Nagaoka Productions was in Humboldt 
County on Sunday and Monday to flim 
two bridges in the area — the Lindley 
Suspension 
director Fuyune Ayano — set up a shoot 
at the Lindley Suspension Bridge Su day 
afternoon. Footage of the bridges is for a 
bi-weekly television program titied     
Bridges of Humboldt County 
“Bridges of the World” to be aired on the 
Nippon TV Network in Japan. Nagaoka 
said he chose the two bridges from the 
National Register of Historic Places, 
noting the Lindley Suspension Bridge is 
the only small “Golden 
in the United States. The crew has 
documented bridges i  Europe, Asia and 
Australia in the lest three years. in addition 
to Humboldt, Nagaoka will visit Shasta, E! 





    
    
    
  




E xTREME GOOD SENSE. 
 
Louis Mihalka, D.C. 
Licensed 
Chiropractic Sports Physician 
Treating: 
esports injuries 
eneck & back pain 
estress alleviation 
eheadaches 
770 11th Street « Arcata * 822-7044   
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dogs 
ra 17OO Union Street - Arcata : 822-0367 cs 
| NeXt to HSI Femys Govrtes 
“You never outgrow 
your need for God!” 
ey Welcome HSU Students! e 
She’s Qualified. 
© Attomey sinc  1963. 
© Almost daily courtroom experience for the past 12 years. 





       
© Humboldt County Teen Court Judge. 
# Vice-Chair California State Bar Committee on Rules & 
Procedures. 
© Past Member, California State Bar Committee on Juvenile 
| © Member, Sunrise Rotary Club of Arcata. 
* saiudiec Aiededh dnvaciatea of = 
sumbokdt County & League of Women Voters of Hbold 
| e Past Board Member, Humbold: County Rape Crisis Team; 
6 Dae a ee a ee ales ba 
& American Heart Association, Humboldt County.    
his passio 
worked and acted at the Ferndale 
a Repertory Theatre for eight years, 
roe ILIPS 4 
, = in more than 70 
CAMERAXSIUDIO ' . : wipes { vieliied Teo as 
4 longer act I was really depressed,” | memory is just noise.” 
he said. “Then when this came 
along it replaced the theater and I 
am happy again.” 
Hot dog man 
1618 G Sereet, Arcata 822-8712 "  «® continued f page 10 
“I have a herniated disc in my 
Open 6 a.m. to midnight, Everyday back,” he said. “The doctor told 
me that an operation might mean “I’ve seen 
permanent paralysis so I slipped 
out the back door.” 
The sky was clear by noon but 
Kolshinski had only sold 12 hot 
Digital Dan 
Copy” also contacted Lawrence. 
Last Thursday, crew members 
spent the day in Ferndale filming the world. 
interviewing Lawrence and 
Ferndale residents about the show. 
It has not been announced when 
the program will air. 
f Laarvece bs #0 snein 0 ee Es sow (earth 
n. Before the surgery he dow into his past, an invitation to 
ia — music from the °60s 
through the °80s laced with anec- 
dotes told from the heart. 
“Music help  me remember,” he 
said. “Music that does not cause a 
with a trash can upside down over 





continued from page 9 
nated $550 worth of equipment o However, the j 
Nee tar vciew sedad mons bet the limelight was still a it intimi 
man-like. dating. 
The tel show “Hard “It was scary at first,” he said. 
; eee “Then I realized that all it is that I 
now have is the coolest stereo in 
down.” 
tale of his life. 
“I get to play all my favorite 
music at 100,000 watts and my 
mom cannot tell me to turn it 
Even if the memories are pain- 
ful, his voice and his music tell the 
  
Plaza in broad 
he said. 
“Pye seen old McKinley there | Or maybe tonight in his dreams 
those hot dogs will finally catch 
Joyce and I bave worked together, 
and I bave no besttation in supporting ber 
William Daniel, professor, Humboldt State University 
“Knowing joyce personally, | see ber 
connected to ber chtidren and family. 
aisascageeaione a » 
“I strongly support 
commitment to all in the 
makes ber ass excellent chotce.” 
Visit Us 
On The Quad. 
Paid foc by the Committee to Elect Joyce Marichs Judge © Martipe Lows, Treasurer 150 951701 
dressed up like Santa,” he said, 
to the statue on the Plaza. 
ing oo and igh ght om te 
What would he like to see now? 
“I'dlike to see the old days back,” 
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Spring rains bring out deadly mushrooms 
  
   
 
    
   
    
    
   
    
  
   
   
 




          
  
        
Eating the wrong the mildest of poisonous mush- threetypesarecatenmore Ne to two inches tall, with a Citin g the death of Arturo rooms can cause severe illness and dnheaitcarnn white speckled tan Leyba-Sanchez, mushrooms can some can be fatal. rooms resemble edible varieties,  Phalletoxin and migrant farm mean a trip toa Last year, 250 cases of mush- Everssaid. amatoxin ate the poi- es dicen room po isoning were reported in Hebeloma crustuliniforme is ons that makes this Petaluma hospital emergency 10 Northern California counties, commonly known as Poison Pot mushroom deadly.,” and the | from San Francisco to the Oregon and is one of the least poisonous Phalletoxin has § hospital- room or worse. border, according to the Regional mushrooms. They look similar to molecules that disrupt tation of Poison Control Center in San the white button mushrooms found the cell mem- Jennifer Chan By Sandra Redmond Francisco. in branes of the of Orinda, Evers 3 Jim ee — The difference be- evr eee said, “Oddly Bt “ of nursing at St. Jo- tween the t ours, after in- enough, Last November, “Coco,” aboxer seph Hospital in Cap_. kee. gesting, flu- —— puppy, was taken to the Eureka, said r The edible _ like symptoms te sai. McKinleyville Animal Care Cen- four cases of kind has appear. Fourto pir ogee a ter after it ingested deadly spores poisoning dark col- seven days later, - nig a ny mwas have been ored symptoms ofliver i ade fo 7 Ball diagnosed gills failure are evid nt. : 5! souill edibl The puppy threw-up six a the hos- under —_If caught in Poison Pot ienthasthorerch- times,” said Judy McPherson, a pital in the the time,dialysisisthe  Hebeloma crustulinifor cies : Ea : 
receptionist at the animal hospital. lasttwoyears. cap only treatment home esos oh - “The animal was treated with Two adults and__ thatcan save a person or an ani- Sarcosphaera ‘tie 
IV fluids and was given activated and two chil- , t he malthathaseatenthismushroom. —_ mushroom commonly referred to charcoal to remove the poison from dren, all unrelated Are poisonous va- Amatoxin destroys the _asPuffBall. Itissmoothand round, its stomach and Chorpromazie, an cases, were broughtinto the riety has light col- nucleus of liver and kidney cells, with a leathery like skin and is antidote to counteract the poison,” emergency room after eating ored gills. which leads to or- —_ about th BA Ifball. Purp! she said. The puppy survived. poisonous mushrooms. The poi- gan failure. s ae ae me There have been six cases of ~ Qne adult had to be admit- son in Poi. el deena. ee people ingesting poisonous mush- ted to the hospital for observa- ‘ng Stem son Pot— It was these spores that “Coco” rooms in the last two years, tion and treatment. a muscarine— ingested and : according to community hospitals. “Often, people don’t real- wn is considereda <.. sce, Earlier this month, a girl ize it’s the mushroom that’s mild toxin. Symptoms of Seren ae Meaaece place from Orinda, Calif. was hospital- killing them,” said Linda Evers, Poison Potpoisoning are evi- of the mushroom which the dog 
ized and a man from Petaluma, mycologist and teaching assistant dent within an after eat- mabe ing $0 the vet Calif. died after eatingtoxicmush- _ inthe Bo tany DepartmentatHSU. ingthem. An stomach Devid Trobits, veterinarian at rooms. ; : The time between eating the anda bad case of vom- McKinleyville Animal Care Cen- As the spring rains continue, mushroom and the first signs of iting and/or diarrhea Puff Ball ter, not knowing how toxic the theybringnewcropsofwildmush- discomfort can be hours or days put many a nov- Sarcosphaera eximia fungus was, called HSU and spoke rooms, more gomushroom makings dingeaca dice, Evers ice mushroom hunter off der to Evers who was able to give a gathering heedless of the potential this mushroom for a while. any circumstances eat any wild 
— There are seven types of poi- Amanita Pantherina, com- mushrooms without consulting ushroomscanbedeadly.Even — gonous mushroom found locally, monly known as Panther Cap, are a" expert,” Evers said. See Mushrooms. page 16 
R ® J es r Facts and figures about fungus 
ain m | mo © When added to a cup of water, one teaspoon of 
. a salt none Santee fu gus growth under nails and 
than the irees green Gates 8 half for mold to begin 
surface of a pot of day-old coffee. 
@ Mold and mildew _ perateregionslike Northern Cali- something about the ventilation | Eeraia ahaa eosatalts Sa re 
ywhere it rains a ee incetiordewer, |G The Prope spres& ates of eight et 
ot. inden laiiodracne” | a al ; 9 < o Giant Pino INQue car a 
SE ———~ owt es | mee ee apy paomyeces Basy ® clothes v says thatit’s so green ings on their col- 80 that 
California, butthesen- jection of 14,000 | circulate around them. 
iment was ot sean inched books. Renova- | ° Leather goods are walls, ceilingsandclothing,which tions are under- | Sveceptible 
is the reality here. way to repair Hg on 
anon students came back from y windows | shelf 
with green all podbebaia it Or  titstion, linens lie around 
patches growing Mildew spores | OF 90 into the hamper 
on towels and bedding. are alwa they are wet. 
Mildew is thenamegi peer intheair, |“ suetch shower 
eral kinds of fungi likehumid. °° °™ 
oon products made from stad on any substance that can pro- 
animals, i vide the simple nutrients they re- 
to bea in In other mildew i tropical countries, but itis loo & iy eating "evar fvorin ancnn 
veryseriousprobleminmoretem- sweatshirt and if you don’t do 
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could be subject to 
fines or prison. 
By Andrew |. Jones 
THIS WEEK EDITOR 
The definition of the word “in- 
decent” could mean the difference 
between free speech and a felony 
prosecution. 
The Communications Decency 
Act (CDA), part of the Telecom- 
munications Bill passed two weeks 
ago, criminalizes electronic trans- 
mission of “indecent” informa- 
tion. 
Critics say the bill, which ap- 
plies to anything found on-line — 
including text, pictures, video and 
sound — is vague and doesn’t de- 
fine what constitutes “indecent” 
information. 
Internet users are in violation if 
they knowingly send “communi- 
cation which is obscene or inde- 
cent” to a minor or if “patently 
offensive” information about 
“sexual or excretory activities or 
organs” is made available where a 
minor can obtain it. 
Penalties for violations include 
fines up to $250,000 and twoyears 
in prison. 
A temporary restraining order 
was issued for parts of the CDA 
after the American Civil Liberties 
Union and 19 other 
  
Wednesday, Feb. 28, 1996 
ecute, for now, Internet users for 
sending “patently offensive” infor- 
mation — 
But if the CDA withstands legal 
challenges, the department will 
consider prosecuting violations 
from the time of the CDA’s pas- 
sage. 
Proponents say the bill cracks 
down on on-line pornography and 
restricts access to that 
are already in print me- 
dia, such as sexually explicit maga- 
zines. 
“Sometimes our technology 
races beyond our ability to stop 
and reflect and we’re left with a 
very dangerous gap, a period of 
time our society is unpre- 
pared to deal with the results of 
such rapid change, and that’s the 
situation we face with the Internet,” 
said Sen. Dan Coats, R-Ind., an 
early supporter of the CDA, on the 
Senate floor last year. 
Critics charge that motion pic- 
tures, popular music and even ad- 
vertising would be illegal in their 
on-line equivalents because the 
bill’s wording and the term “inde- 
cent” are overly broad and vague. 
On-line versions of books like 
“A Catcher in the Rye” and dis- 
cussions about breast cancer are 
often cited by critics as potentially: 
illegal 
Indecent communication, de- 
fined in the courts as “nonconfor- 
mance with standards of 
morality,” is permisible in print 
media, butis strongly regulated for 
broadcasters. 
More than 20 corporations and 
and America Online, filed suit 
Monday claiming on-line material 
is an extension of the print media. 
The lawsuit is to be 
consolidated with the ACLU’s 
The Lumberjack 
New law regulates decency on the Internet 
“The federal government has 
nojurisdiction to regula e this me- 
dium... it owns the broadcast spec- 
trum (for television and radia) .. 
that is not true of the *net,” said 
Stanton McCandlish, on-line ac- 
tivist for the Electronic Frontier 
Foundation (EFF) and co-plain- 
tiffin the ACLU’s case. 
McCandlish said in a phone in- 
terview from San Francisco that 
the CDA’s wording implies the 
Federal Communications Com- 
mission has power to the 
Internet like it does radio and tele- 
vision. 
The Justice Department, in ar- 
guing against the restraining or- 
der, said po materials 
are available to children “far ex- 
ceeding anything available prior 
to the advent of on-line computer 
services ... it was concern over 
availability that led to passage of 
the law.” 
The act fails to meet a “least 
restrictive means” test for obscen- 
ity law, McCandlish said. 
Existing software for control- 
ling access to Internet sites and 
parental supervision are a better 
regulatory alternative, he said. 
Some databases of World Wide 
Web sites now mark 
offensive pages in their listings. 
Obscene material is that which 
deals with sex in a patently offen- 
sive way appealing to a prurient 
interest without serious literary, 
political, artistic or scientificvalue. 
Itis not protected 
and is judged by contemporary 
   
 
  
World Wide a a 
Web page yues 
that is not if an Arcata rasident fear television 
considered — attack ads 
obscene in created a sexually explicit harstering 
Arcata, he or 3 
she could World Wide Webs page against 
or that is not considered posure a 
obscenity in —ghscane in Arcata,heor = Pornogra- 
a more con- ; y. 
servative she could still be i Rather 
t Ise- an o ten the prosecuted for obscenity in through the 
country. courts, why Criteasay 0 More conservative TOWN —notjustadmat 
themostcon- —gisewhere inthe country. we screwed 
servative ar- up?” Leahy 
eas of the said. 
country now _ Humboldt 
dictate on-line standards for the County Rep. Frank and Sen. 
country. Diane Feinstein could not be 
“Cyberspace is acommunity to reached for comment and the of- 
itself. Those standards don’t ap- _ fice of Sen. Barbara Boxer did not 
ply here,” McCandlish said, but return calls to The Lumberjack. 
“our legal system isn’t ready for The three voted for the Telecom- 
that kind of argument.” munications Bill. ; 
The Internet isn’t like a store “ere ea oe ao mn 
front that people happen upon; s an *s claims o 
you have to go looking for infor- _ speech infringement were “wholly 
mation, he said. speculative” and based only on 
McCandlish said a distributor  “theirownacademicreading of the 
of obscene materials should be _ statute.” 
judged by his or her own 
community’s standards. 
Nonetheless, the CDA, he said, 
is unnecessary because child por- 
nography in any medium is al- 
troduced a bill to repeal 
last week, but Leahy said it has 
little chance of passing. 
He said from the Senate floor 
he has private support for the bill’s 
However, last week U.S. Dis- 
trict Court Judge Ronald 
Buckwalter granted the restrain- 
ing order, stating in his ruling, 
“(The CDA) strikes me as being 
serious because the undefined 
word ‘indecent,’ standing alone, 
would leavereasonable people per- 
plexed in evaluating what istor is 
not prohibited ... Itis a substantial 
question because this word alone 
is the basis for a criminal felony 
prosecution. 
A three judge panel will hear the 
case within two weeks. For expe- 
caer any spea wil go dey 




Gardening techniques taught 
  
 
     
@ Learn how to ts sain, Bip ab catele Sil next to the garden recycles all of 
own garden,” sai mon the water used in the care of the 
care for vegetable —sckolow, former HSU student garden aswell asthe water from the 
or flower gardens — snd regular gardener atthe cen- sinks and showers atthe center. 
at CCAT. “I also want to show people inBuck Houe6?, cuidate 
gardening can be as simple or a8 demonstration home to 
By Kelly Cook complex as you like. It doesn’t self-reliant, energy efficient living, 
have to be a scary thing, but a fun said Jenni Ackerman-Simpeon, an 
Spring is right around the cor- gee ok gardenin iateniangneniy senteen <enbat ‘ 7 & — Thisisaplace students cancome 
ner and gardens will soon be in gloves and a trowl, Ethan eiaicehis: 
full bloom. © Chasaday, anatural resourcesand tas pt sn a 
Whether it’s flowers or herbs, _ planning interpretation junior, ; weurtecyeiagantge- 
HSU’s Center for Appropriate _was pulling up weeds and clear- doning, 
Technology offers weekly dem- ing away debris in an effort to _“!_ love to garden. I know the 
onstrationsonhowtoprepareand make the garden more attractive gardening I do herewill be here for 
a garden. to visitors and more @ long time for others to enjoy,” 
On Friday, students were busy _ people to come and help. said Chasaday. 
getting the garden grounds atthe All of the vegetablesandherbs -—“I like the people h re. Every- 
Scdereeabyteriiilaiats hdeeen grown at the center are used at one is interested in life sustaining 
students ero on- CCAT cooking workshops and activities such as gardening and 
ions and other vegetables as well for consumption by center resi- _ solar power,” he said. 
as flowers. dents. CCAT holds gardening demon- 
“Iwanttomakethem (gardens) The gardening program uses _ strations every Friday from 9 a.m. 
moreinspiring,sowhennewcom- _recylcledwater.Apumpinstalled to 5 p.m. 
: History of the North Coast.” physics , environmental - 
Science The show will be held March __ Physical science majors. 
12 at 8 p.m. The California Na- _ The Science and Engineer- 
Shorts Se os me gum in lsingoppruniien FUIVEE ond Tuesday o month at 
the Arcata Masonic Lodge, 251 uae umcamaaailens 
Bayside Road. engaged i 
; . range, intensive investigation. Theslide show is freeand new- Fields of study include, arti- 
North t comers are welcome. For infor- ¢-) intelligence, biomedicine, 
0 os soi cof mation contact Tony LaBancaat earth and space sciences, 
slide show - ~— eee 
Labs offer training For information contact Sci- 
‘The Northcoast Chapter of to science and enceand Engineering Research 
the California Native Plant So- engineering majors Semester, P.O. Box 23575, 
ciety will sponsor a slide show : Wahington, D.C. 20026. Or 
entitled “Wildflowers and Wild Attention, computer science, cal] (202) 488-2426.   
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Tulips for the heart 
The Tulip. trees 
(Lirtodendron tulipifera) \o- 
on a 
. Also known asa 
Magnolia or Whitewood, the 
trees are native to the East 
Coast and the wood is some- 
times used for house interiors. 
An extract from the bark is a 
heart stimulant and is used to 
treat cardiac patients. 
  
    
  
 







Join us for Happy Hourt 
Open 7 
Member of the ADA, CDA and 
the Academy of General Dentistry 
442-1763 
618 Harris Street, Eureka  
Monday-Friday 5- 7pm 
Full Bar: Fine Wines. 
In Historic Jacoby’s Storehouse 
_ On the Plaza - Arcata 
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“ eee le Use Eg 
Se er Sos Experience +B, 
| - (107)825-1587.%... | 
', DBud - Practitioner of Tettee Artisiry - : 
pment 
Srx Rivers 
* Birth Control Services/ 
* Low Cost Confidential HIV/AIDS Testing 
* Drop-in Teen Clinic Tues. and Thurs. 3-5:30 
° A Trusted Place for Your Questions 
2316 Harrison Ave. Clinic Services: 442-5709 
Sama, Calif. 95501 eon mage 442-2961 
 
Steelhead Extra Pale Ale 
Steelhead Extra Stout 
J amaica Red Ale 
* Complete retaik:sales ‘offi ice open 
Monday thru Saturday:9: a.m. - 5 p.m. 
f Avursiby appointment 
 
   
  
 
Leonted t in ‘the Blue Lake induaiiel Park across 
from Almquist Lumber on Taylor Way 
(707) 668-4151 , 
Handcrafted Fine Ales From “Sipe 
The Heart Of The Redwoods * 
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HORROR/SCI-FI © FOREIGN ¢ FILM NOIR e CLASSICS , 
wd 
movies that you 
want to see.. 
ea 
- G StreeteArcataeCA 
“826-1105 
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Mildew 
© Continued from page 13 
and destroy wood beams.” 
Michael Spencer, a house 
painter with Mike Trucks 
House Painting i n Eureka _ 
once you've got mildew, it’s 
non-stop job to control it. 
“Once you've gotiton a sur 
ate, it'll keep coming back,” 
Spencer said. “It eats s le thecligh 
the paint on the wall, then goes 
deeper and starts on the the 
paper on the sheetrock then 
into the sheetrock itself.” 
Even mildew-resistant fab- 
rics such as synthetics may be 
attacked ifallowed toliearound 
dampand dirty. Mildew causes 
stndens, lacaetadion; aid ves? 
tual destruction. | 
The longer mildew remains 
in a fabric, the harder it is to 
remove it, said a professional 
dry cleaner. 
“If the garmet is washable, 
bleach will kil l the mildew,” 
said Phillip Kurtz, owner of 
Best Dry Cleaner in Eureka. 
“But when the mildew is all 
over and it’s been there for a 
while, there’s no hope,” he 
said. 
For mildew found growing 
on the walls and ceiling, Spen- 
cer suggests washing the walls 
with a very dilute solution of 
bleach and water. 
 
 THE ONE STOP 
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possibilities at that level. 
Nuttstalk festival to be Trulio Disgracias 
  
By Jackson Garland 
GRAPHICS EDITOR 
ee a 
the Red Hot eppers, Suicidal Ten- 
dencies, Parliament/F 
and Weapon of Choice, you might begin to 
getaniddea of what the band Trulio Diagracias 
is like. 
Trulio Disgracias, a Los Angeles-based 
re: , is made up of members 
ofthe above mentioned bands and a 
plothoes of etnaes. The group i 
the Nuttstalk tour, which stops off at the 
e
Before this article any further, 
Liesneriel aunodaeltebiealvcedsae 
couple of key vocabulary terms: 
eN : a four-to-five hour long night 
of music ing musical groups that 
are considered “Nuttmeg Music.” 
e Nu Music: A term coined by 
Weapon of leader Lonnie Marshall, 
Nuttmeg refers to a new brand of funk music 
which incorporates funk, dance, rhythm and 
blues, jazz and rock and roll into a meshed 
rn which Marshall refers to as 
If you can i 
tego rccenab gece yeas. 
way, let’s proceed. Trulio Disgracias is the 
Leos "ote lcainchild of Wickens bancie 
Norwood Fisher, who put the band together 
for a gig at the Palace in Hollywood and 
called it Cherrybomb. kastuuie 
crazy orw 
John O'Brien, bees and guar pl .” stated 
"Brien, and guitar for 
Trulio, in a press release. Pian 
“We with ev — De La 
Soul, Public Enemy, Etta James, Jane’s Ad- 
diction — all typically at local Hollywood 
venues,” he said. 
“Trulio is always a fabrication of every- 
oneinvolved, and the songs com  from some- 
where beyond any of our conscious. It’s 
subconscious when Trulio writes a song. It 
always molds itself in our rehearsal, and it’s 
never a conscious effort to actually write a 
song. It just kind of metamorphasizes from a 
riff into a full-blown song. 
“That’ what gives Trukoitsmagic. When 
we're playing, it’s so free form that when a 
song actually ends up coming out ofit, that’s 
nutmeganess to the fullest extreme. It’s to- 
tally unconscious, selfless music.” 
In the eight year’s since its inception, 
Trulio has performed with Primus, at a 
Madonnarecord release party, the San Fran- 
cisco Festival and headlined the MCA 
Universal Rock Amphitheater in support of 
the Rock for Chiapas benefit. — 
O'Brien said Trulio truly enjoys playing 
igcnhis Teed dn tartee mel 
Giving back to his profession 
Grammy nominee Parkening to perform 
  nse 
_ Christopher eerie has inherited 
the status of being one of the most cel- 
ebrated classical guitarists in the world. 
Parkening, a Southern California na- 
tive, has internationally for 
more than 25 years and is one of the most 
recorded guitarists with more than 15 
releases. He will perform Saturday at Van 
Duzer Theatre at HSU. 
- Nominated twice fora Grammy for best 
classical recording for his albums 
9 and the Guitar” and “The 
Pleasure of Their Company,” Parkening 
has also been voted beat classical gutariat 
by Guitar Player magazine and is in the 
publication's “Gallery Of Greats.” 
~ Other accolades include an honorary 
doctorate of music from Montana State 
. University and an award for outstanding 
alumni from USC. 
Parkening has performed in many of 
the world’s most prestigious concert halls, 
where he has occasionally been accompa- 
nied by the finest orchestras, including 
the New York Philharmonic, the Orches- 
tra of St. Louis and the Los Angeles Cham- 
ber Orchestra. 
“Parkening is a world-class guitarist 
playing a small venue. This is a rare occa- 
sion,” said Scott Rappaport, marketing 
coordinator of CenterArts. 
alsocontributestotheteach- - 
ing of his art. He sets time aside from his 
rigorous performing. ‘schedule to instruct 
a master guitar class at Montana State 
University every summer. He is also the 
author ofa two-volume instructional video 
titled “The Christopher Parkening Gui- 
tar Method.” The first volume contains 
basic instructional material and the sec- 
ond, scheduled for release later this year, 
is for advanced strummers. 
Later this year, Parkening is sched- 
uled to release an. album of Christmas 
music, on which he will collaborate with 
soprano ae er Kathleen Battle. 
Parkeni Battle previously col- 
laborated on. a his Grammy nominated 
release “The Pleasure of Their Com- 
pany.” ’ 
iwc clog tat wear 
vend ere mae eee 
just ae your tie to an extreme that you're 
comfortable with, but ang make it an ex- 
can maintain that thought and apply it to their 
lives, that’s the Nutmeg, that’s moving ahead.” 
“Trulio Disgracias came about to bring the 
Nuttmeg,” stated Norwood Fisher. “The 
N Potty is the center of a new move- 
ment of the freedom to stand up and 
scream . It’s the potty to the 
end, the potty to end all potties.” 
“Our goal is to try and get everyone on stage 
-and play musical instruments with us,” stated 
Fishbone lead singer Moore. “For 
real. Get them all to sing with us. It’s like a big- 
ase extravaganza, man 
The Nutistalk performance, presented by 
Sound Conceptions, and ends with 
the 25-plus members of Trulio Disgracias 
performing. 
Se the show will 
change faces by the Trav- 
first rap record ever in 1969, and Vicki 
Calhoun, perhaps best known for her vocals 
on the Red Hot Chili Peppers’ hit “Knock 
Me Down” from that group’s 1989 album, 
“Mother's Milk.” 
Doors open at the Mateel at 6 p.m. and 
music begins at 7 p.m. Tickets are available at 
the Works in Arcata and Eureka. For more 
information, call Sound Conceptions at 923- 
DOWN. 
 
Members of Fishbone, above, and 
Weapon of Choice, below, will 
perform Thursday along with 
members of the Red Hot Chill 
Peppers and Suicidal Tendencies 
at the Nuttstalk festival in Redway. 
  
 COURTESY OF CENTERARTS 
Parkening will display his classical guitar prowess Saturday Christopher 
at Van Duzer Theatre.  
et 5 A IN i: PIE FANT ETON MGT DUP EN MR CONT MONG REG ATE Laie acai nip wide: sriemes ae OES AS 
Prizes, Prizes, Prizes! I] 
ie Retiro gemma 
oper” $ 
Bowli oo! mt 
%, 
rae have valid LD. 
The 
  
African dance troupe 
to hit Arcata 
By Pete Chenard 
Polyrhythms, colorful garments 
and authentic instruments will 
liven-up the Bayside Grange and 
the Creamery Dancenter on Satur- 
day when Master Dancers and 
Musicians of Guinea, West Africa, 
visit Arcataas part ofa North Coast 
tour. 
The four-person troupe of mu- 
sicians and dancers are canvass- 
ing select areas of California and 
Washington to promote interest 
in West Africa’s culture. 
“We're coming to Arcata be- 
cause we know they have an in- 
‘terest in what we do,” said 
Youssouf Koumbassa, leader of 
the group, in a phone interview 
from a residence near Chico 
State, where — 
last W 
“We’ re coming to toch panels 
more about Guinea 
the mitenscwese tite 
Koumbassaand the other three 
members of the group, 
Maimouna Camara, Karamba 
Dambakate and_ Lansana 
Kouyate, will conduct three 
drum and dance workshops at 
the Bayside Grange on Saturday 
afternoon before performing at 
the Creamery. 
Arcata is the next stop after 
Garberville for the four musicians 
and dancers who have visited loca- 
tions like Seattle, Wash. and Santa 
Cruz. 
See besa page 20 
MATADOR MOTEL 
Jacuzzi Bath In The 
Affordable Rai 
ta 
©20 off any three night stay 
°$10 off any two night stay 
°$5 aditional off in you stay over Sunday me 
"AAA Approved" 
129 4th & "C" STREETSe EUREKA, CA 





e Silverchair is in hot water 
although it isn’t for imitating 
Two teenagers on trial in 
Washington for murdering the 
parents and 5-year-old brother 
of one of the accused claimed 
lyrics. from Silverchair’s 
“Israel's Son” made them doit. 
e Who says all rock stars are 
selfish? 
During Ozzy Osbourne’s 
U.S. tour, security confiscated 
counterfeit T-shirts and the 
musician is sending them to 
children in Bosnia. 
e Marianne Faithfull and 
the Cranberries’ Dolores 
O’Riordan plan to record the 
single “Dreamin’ My Dreams” 
as a benefit for Women Against 
AIDS. : 
Some have even gone on-line 
to raise the goods. Record com- 
pany 550 Music set up a silent 
auction on the World Wide 
Web to benefit two members of 
For Squirrels, who wereinacar 
accident in r. Col- 
lectibles from Pearl Jam, 
R.E.M., Nirvanaand otherscan 
be bid on at http:// 
www.sony.com. 
¢ The Boyz are back and the 
record label is in trouble. 
Boyz II Men has confirmed 
reports of unhappiness with 
Motown’s release of “The Re- 
mix Collection,” a move that 
might eventually lead thecroon- 
ers to find a new label. 
For now, the band is staying 
put because a recent changing 
of the guard left Uptown 
Records chief Andre Harrell 
as top dog at Motown. 
¢ Congratulations to the 
Jefferson Airplane, the Velvet 
U , Pink Floydand 
David Bowie on their recent 
induction to the Rock and Roll 
Hall of Fame. 
— Carrie Bell 
  
  












e Almost worth a clear 
aA 
e Let the little creatures 
keep their homes over this a
e Timber! Look out be- 
low for this bomb. 
 
litically Correct?” contains all 
the elements of gangsta rap, 
which is probably why much of 
the material seems stale today. 
After NWA’s “F— Tha Police 
and Body Count’s “Cop Killer,” 
Gunjah’s opening cut “Let Da 
Streetz Burn” seemsa bit p ssé. 
If you're into gangsta rap, 
check out the masters: Eazy-E, 
Ice Cube and Public Enemy. If 
you like speed metal, listen to 
Cannibal Corpse, Slayer and 
Megadeth. Butdon’t contribute 
money to sub-standard musi- 
cians who degrade both genres 
by trying to combine them. 
— John Conzemius   
; t i : 
COUPE TH UTR ARO ARP 
 
  
   
   
   
Buy ¢ Sell ¢ Trade 
Loans on anything of value 
315 F Street 
Eureka, CA 95501 
(707) 4458332 
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BARGAIN PRICES 
$6 General ¢ $3 Senior/Child 
Free refill with large drink 
Weekend Matiness $3 before 4:30 











   
    
    
    
      
    




"Best Movie Theatre 
on the North Coast" 
Muppet Treasure 
Island 
1:10 3:10 5:10 7:10 9:10 
City Hall 
1:20 4:00 7:30 9:40   
        
   
   
   
   
   
   
Broken Arrow 
1:10 3:20 5:30 7:40 9:50 
Mr. Holland's Opus 









    
urekia Pheatre 
   
    
      
      
      
     
   The Juror 
7:00 9:30 
Leaving Las Vegas 
1:45 4:15 6:45 5:15 
Toy Story 
1:00 3:00 5:00 
Grumpier Old Men 
7:10 9:10 
Jumanji 
1:00 3:00 5:00 
   
  




@ Continued from page 18 Tis au ele ae 
“Everywhere we've performed rhythm connoisseur who owns — She emphasized thattheshow | BYDevidFemy 
so far has been a 2 dozens of non-Western instru- is apt to bea “melee of flavor that mes goal say chy os 
Koumbassa said. ments including a variety of should pique the interest of ev- Some themes — like greed terasaman who equates power 
“But we were especially look- mbirra thumb pianos which, eryone from maskmakerstogym- and deceit — may never go out to money. “He's a used car 
ing forward to California,” he when plucked by the thumbs nasts,” not just musicians and of style. They need time, salesman, turned evangelist,” 
said, “because we know you are makeasoundlikethemusicfrom other dancers. as does the play “Tartuffe,” Esquerra said. “He has an eye 
visited mostly by sunny weather. a jack in the box toy, said the “The show and classes are a_| which Moliere wrote some 300 for rich people who have holes 
However, we are finding that we African group brings a tapestry whirlwind of energy that will years ago. in their pockets. All-in-all — 
have to reserve our traditional of polyrhythmic nuances that reach up like a fishhook in the Thatis howdirector Kathleen he’s a real fun guy.” 
clothes for classes - brain a mg until McGeever approached The ote J by Jody 
and performances opportu everyone you can’t do any- “Tartuffe” six weeks ago Sekas, is the house ofa conserva- 
Pacesse it’s just too “We will have many nifies thing but answer she set out to remake a modern tive named Orgon 
cold out.” to take advantage of the instrument and your emotions and | version of the classi, which (Rich eee ees 
Koumbassa, a past ‘ ance,” Sheranian 0 tomorrow night in the out house 
lets Africans, is pi- * aml sae # oussouf is a “Moliere’s story is as perti- sion studio to used by 
loting the tour i dancing and musical storytelling. very spiritual per- nent today as it was in the late ‘Tartuffe. 
broaden the appeal YOUSSOUF KOUMBASSA son, who, along 1600s,” McGeever said. “It’s Arcata resident Christina 
of African dance and African musician with his about people standing up for _Jioras portrays Orgon’s mother 
music, and said the : bandmates, is a their convictions and beliefs.” Mrs Peralle,a“holy roller com 
workshops will focus on learn- shouldn’t be missed. ‘griot,’” Sheranian said. “Griots This version, adapted by _ pletely taken-in by Tartuffe.” 
ing to dance to Guinea music as “Tam really excited about them share their knowledge with oth- McGeever and HSU theatre arts “It’s going to be a fun show to 
well as instruction on how to play coming up here,” he said. ers as healers and historians — graduate student Kristen watch. It’s certainly fun to do,” 
the jimbe drum. RebeckaSheranian, afollower teaching people about life DeWulf, explores a community said Jioras, a graduate of UC 
“We will have many opportu- ofthe groupwhohasperformed through anecdotes and polarized by Tartuffe, a televi- Santa Barbara's theater depart- 
nities for everyone totakeadvan- with the troupe for the past five parables.” sion evangelist. The people of ment. “It contains a lot of slap- 
tage of the instrument and expe- summers at a dance camp in For that reason, Koumbassa theplayarewhippedintoafrenzy stick humor but also some 
rience the rhythmic texture it Cazaderro, Calif., said the Mas- has also planned to visit two lo- overdiahimerestschdiaiie pointed peliel commentary a 
adds to dancing and musical ter Dancers “< ee in- as Sadasian Oc at minister. een! i 8 lling,” he said. terpretations of Guinea music an nnings School to show The parallels as- “Don’t expect hard-core 
The em, which looks like wad dono arethenextbestthing students the dancing styles ofhis pects of today's religious right to ee ‘ustalot 
an oversized gourd cut in half to being in West Africa. native West Africa. amelodramatictone.McGeever, of fun,” Esquerra said. “If the 
and wrapped in animal skin, “Their two-day stay will leave Koumbassa said, “We plan to a theatre arts graduate ideas audience has halfas much fun as 
emitsadeep, sonorousbasswhen _us starving for more, and invari- broaden the horizons of people emphasizing in directing, wants _ weare, they'll havea good time.” 
thumped. ably exhausted with a satisfac- ofeveryageandsharewiththem | theaudienceto“seetheworldof Call the theater arts depart- 
Eugene Novotney, HSU per-_ tion not to be found anywhere the excitement to be found in the religious right” viahumor. ment for times and dates. 
cussion instructor and world else,” Sheranian said. Guinea music and dance.” 
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Sloe Comfortable Screws 
 
   
 
New dishes and 




1/2 liter Purple Hooters 
$3.50 
For casual dining or 
take-out 
822-6105 
761 Eighth St. 
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‘Jacks pull off upset of the year 
@ Ladies end Davis’ 
23-game winning 
streak in first round. 
DAVIS — Saving its greatest per- 
formance of the 1995-96 for its 
biggest game, the HSU women’s 
basketball team upset the No. 10 
nationally ranked UC Davis 
jes, 72-67 in the opening round 
of the Northern California Athletic 
Conference playoffs. 
The ‘Jacks, who had lost two 
previous encounters to the Aggies 
by 36 and 25 points, advance to 
Friday’ s second round game 
against Chico State. The winner of 
that game plays at Davis again Sat- 
urday,as the Aggies must be beaten 
twice under the double-elimina- 
tion format. 
“We've been struggling with our 
but if we were going to 
pick a game to break out oft, this 
was the one,” Coach Pam Martin 
said. “It was the complete oppo- 
site of how we played last week (in 
a regular-season ending loss to 
Sonoma State).” 
On Tuesday, HSU’s Tami 
McCanless took it upon herself to 
lead the ‘Jacks’ charge, scoring a 
game-high 29 points and coming 
up with six of the team’s 15 steals. 
Keri Rocha added 15. 
“We've been Putting up the 
threes all season, but we just started 
making them tonight,” McCanless 
said about her team's 9-of-1 4 per- 
formance from long range. “I never 
really felt like the game was in con- 
trol because you can’ t get too big of 
a lead on UC Davis.” 
HSU trailed by as many as 11 
points in the first half, but rallied at 
the end ofthe period behind Rocha 
‘and Sarah Trobee. Rocha’s re- 
bound layin pulled the ‘Jacks 
within seven at halftime. 
The teams combined fora bulky 
total of 64 turnovers, split evenly 
between them. But it was the Jacks 
who made the most of theirs, rush- 
ing back by forcing the Aggie mis- 
cues in the opening minutes of the 
second half. 
Teresa Farmer came off the 
bench to hit back-to-back threes to 
open the period, and McCanless 
scored three straight lay-ins to tie 
the game at 44-44 with 15:15 on 
the clock. 
Erin Bishop rebounded an Aggie 
miss and hit McCanless streaking 
to the other end for a 44-42 HSU 
lead. 
See Hoops, page 23 
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“We are going to see if we can 
ht getacharge, dive for a ball or jump 
into the stands to save a play,” 
Wood said. “All of those play a 
role on the mental factors that may 
Ifthe ‘Jacks are going to match 
_up physically with the Cossacks, 
they are probably going to have to 
   
hisloss,” Wood said. “Ifhe can’t 
play then somebody else needs 
tostep up. Ifhe’s cleared to play, 
it will make it easier on the coach- 
ing staff and players since he is 
our heart and soul.” 
_ A best case scenario would be 
forthe Jacks to win and for Chico 
State to beat UC Davis in the 
other playoff game. If this hap- 
pens the "Jacks will host the Wild- 
cats Friday at 8 p.m. 












seed in the 
vith playolis, they must be beaten 
fough Spm bee 
played ite 16. 
“This will be our chance to 
. redeem ourselves,” Wood said. 
“Ate difficult for teams to win 
  
   
   
¢ times against the same. 
n. We've done it and teams 
ne it to us, but this is our 
chance to show Sonoma we are 
__ forte”    
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TEAM WL Pt W L Pcl Off Def, Streak 
UC Davis 140 1.000 21 5 808 70.7 588 Won14 
SonomaSt. 10 4 .714 14 12 538 74.7 72.6 Wont 
HSU 8 6 S71 14 12 S38 74.7 742 Lost 
CSU Chico 7 7 $00 14 12 538 810 807 Lost3 
CSUStanisaus 6 8 429 8 18 306 70.0 80.3 Won3 
CSUHayward 5 9 3657 8 18 306 668 765 Lost2 
SF State 5§ 9 257 8 18 308 696 77.5 Wont 
Notre Dame 1 113 071 4 22 154 685 755 Lost13 
RECREATION Final NCAC Average Per Game Leaders (Conference only) 
7 sito Scoring Leaders Rebounding Leaders Asaintg Leaders 
mele ate 1. Michael DeSantis (Sonoma)-17.3 1. Bryant Tyler (Chico)-11.0 1. Rick Mayhew (HSU)-5.5 
2. Chuck Legan (HSU)-16.7 2. Chris Blanton (Hayward)-6.4 2. Danny Yoshikawa (Davis)-4.9 
3. Joe Hinkston (Notre Dame)-15.9 6. Toby Tollack (HSU)-6.8 3. Marcus Woods (Hayward)-4.4 
       
        
          
    
 
NEW DROP-IN SCHEDULE - 
Throughout Intramural Leagues WOMEN’S BASKETBALL 
SWIMMING/KAYAKIN Standings  NCAC Overall 
Mon./Wed. Swimming 7-8am Pool UCD 2% imo 2 2 . rab fa Wend 
‘ 5 ee a 6 760 69.1 548 Lost! 
and Fri. 2 pm Pool CSU Stanislaus 9 5 643 13 15 464 — 67.1 70.1 Won3 
oo aa 66 t ae ee eS oo ag : : ‘ i 4 es,/Thurs. Swimming 7-8am _— Pool Mim tamer tae eh 
4-5pm _— Pool Sonoma St. 4 10 286 8 18 908 547 658 Won2 
NoteDame 0 14 .000 7 19 269 504 575 Lost3 
     ednesday Kayaking 7:30-9pm Pool 
Sat./Sun. Swimming 12-4pm Pool       Final NCAC Average Per Game Leaders (Conference only) 
  
          
VOLLEYB/ RASKETR/ 2ADMINTC Scoring Leaders Bebounding Leaders Assists Leaders | 
A Bf BASE LBS BAUMIN LUN 1. Angela Colombani (Stanisiaus)-16.6 1. Jann Thorpe (Sonoma)-12'5°" 1. Shana Youngblood (Hay.)-5.5 
2. Iseth Cowan (Chico)-15.6 2. Iseth Cowan (Chico)-9.9 2. Zalda Suttle (SF)-5.2 
      NOTE: Thursday night drop-in volleyball €. Temi McCeniess (HSU}12.2 6. Ellen Wahle (HSU)-7.5 8, Tami MoCanless (HSU)-3.5 
and basketball has been cancelled 
for remainder of the s mester. 
Sunday Basketball 12-2:30pm East Gym 
Volleyball 12:15-2:45 West Gym 
Badminton 2:30-5pm East Gym 
Bring valid student ID 
TOURNAMENTS 
Up-coming tournaments for Spring 1996 
MEN’S SLOW PITCH 
TOURNAMENT 
When: April 4,5&6 
Cost: $45 Student team 
$80 Community 
        
  
        
  
  
    
  
   WOMEN’S SOFTBALL 
TOURNAMENT 
When: April 20 &21 
Cost: $45 Studentteam 
$80 Community 
   
    
    
       Order now in the HSU Bookstore. 
Friday 7:4Semn —   
  
  
    
Hoops— 
© Continued from page 21 
ingback with rough pons, 
caahin the lead on Kari 
ivesind’s layin with 9:11 left. 
| Sivesind finished with a team: | - 
high 16 points. 
McCanless’ game- 
uke Jacks put their 
heads downand ch rged again. 
Jennifer Smith hita 15-footer 
and McCanless came up with 
another steal before draining 4 
three, forcing the Aggies to call 
a timeout trailing 59-56. 
The break didn’t check the 
"Jacks momentum.HSU tookits 
largest lead 66-60 on a 
McCanless basket moments 
later. 
Like a dazed fighter operat- 
ing on instincts, the Aggies 
countered wi h Jennifer Gross’ 
steal and lay-up followed by a 
Davis put-back to make it 66- 
64 with 2:01 left. 
ing behind McCanless 
and Rocha again, the ‘Jacks 
found the mark from the free 
throw line in the final seconds 
while keeping the Aggies off 
mark from the field. 
Both HSU stars hit a pair of 
free throws and Trobee 
dropped in two more to seal the 




    
         
 




Bud & Henry's 
Thursday 
  
    
| Lost Coast 
| Harvest 
glass pint pitcher 
Anchor Steam $1.25 $2.25 $5.50 
8.75 $1.75 $3.50 
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Cheek wins 300th as "Jacks sweep 
@ Softball team 
opens league with 
two wins over Chico. 
Oy Wenams Martins : 
Though there was no real big 
celebration, softball Coach Frank 
is happiness came as the 
Lumberjacks swept a double- 
header from rival Chico State Sun- 
day evening in the Northern Cali- 
fornia Athletic Conference opener 
for both schools. 
For Cheek, it was not just an- 
other victory but also the 300th of 
his softball coaching career and 
56 1st overall. 
Cheek amassed 261 wins as the 
HSU wrestling coach before the 
program was eliminated eight years 
ago. 
Following the ‘Jacks 11-6 winin 
the opening game, Associate Ath- 
Coelho pre- 
sented Cheek witha framed certifi- 
ing the win. Af- 
letic Director Marty 
cate commemo 
terward, Cheek said he was un- 
aware of the pending milestone. 
_ “Inever even knew it was com- 
ingaround,” Cheek said. Headded 
ri while milestones like these 
come and go, there is only one real 
  
Night Specials 
| glass_pint pitcher 
| Miller High Life §$.75 $1.50 $3.50/ 
$1.25 $2.50 $5.50 
 
   
 
Pile senses 
the national tourna- 
am would really make me 
happy,” Cheek said. 
From there it was back to busi- 
ness for Cheek and the team. But 
unfortunately for the Jacks, the 
Wildcats were ready and waiting, 
still packing some momentum 
from the end of the first game. 
The Wildcats took advantage ofa 
which led to the ‘Jacks scoring 
three runs and pulling out a 6-5 
win. 
Heidi Lantry had two hits and 
scored three runs to pace the ‘Jacks 
in the nightcap. 
Cheek was not overly thrilled 
with the effort. 
“We the door and let 
(Chico) in,” Cheek said of the ef- 
fort in the doubleheader. “But we 
ran the bases well at the end.” 
One of the keys in the win came 
in the bottom of the fifth inning. 
In thatinning, Chico State pitcher 
Megan Pearson allowed two runs 
to score because of illegal pitches. 
Cheek commented on th  style 
of Pearson’s style after the game. 
“When we played them last year 
 
KEITH SHEFFIELD / LUMBERJACK STAFF 
Frank Cheek got his 300th win Sunday with a 13-6 win over Chico. 
shedid the same thing,” Cheek said. 
“This year (the rule) has been get- 
ting a lot of 
Next up for the "Jacks is a long 
series of road trips, beginning with 
  
















aNCAC doubleheader against Cal 
State Stanislaus in Turlock on Sat- 
afternoon. 
HSU does not return home un- 











"We're hereto help you 
with personal attention, 
time technical pore 
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You may bea mooch if... 88 
M as a way of life, flourishes in 
Hones 
We canallsay, “Yeah know this or that 
who never seems to offer to pitch in 
rare eee ner 
Mooching is when one person always 
seems to take from another person or group 
of persons without ever, or rarely recipro- 
cating the courtesy. On that blue moon, 
when they do give they makea ent 
Sibi, cas cevcen ceca a 
80 no one can accuse them of 
0, ce 
—— “Can I have some of 
your.. 
M isa perverse ofshar- 
sig Sl ae coca os should have 
learned in the sandbox. It’s only if 
the deal works both ways. Someone 
moocheson Monday bu shareshi 2 
on Saturday is nota mooch. It’ vant 
the role of mooch never reverses to the role 
of 
Fhe fiend who eae. over, asks if y ou 
haveany he’s staaarving') 
takes it home to cook it without bothering to 
ask ifyou would like some of your own grub, 
is amooch. 
The buddy who comes pro ap OO 
beer all the time, as if he magi 
when you have a 12-pack of Si erra Nevada 
in the cooler, i a mooch. satan 
M giving in is 
acceptable, but endless mooching is like the 
depletion ofanatural resource. Themoochee 
eventually grows weary of the moocher and 
avoids him, knowing full well any encounter 
  
     
could result in him asking for something 
Mooches must balance their parasitic ac- 
tivities to avoid annoying the hell out of the 
moochee. The three ways of doing this are: 
1)Mooch algun fom oui 
pent cmraet 
Sean absolutely necessary, 
de us Blan ter tes poten pon oh 
from — that way they won't feel totally used. 
te Saag Bea Aap aes Rem 
depending on how broke or we 
o>, oes So Serra oe Sones i 
spirit of sharing: Ifyou have no intention 
of somehow returning a
Some to an in-ki 
remorse ote cof 
Sieceiaiedatae 
oe to receive an is paper weight 
original spirit of giving? Of course 
not. Knowing someone doesn’t 
your efforts enough to reciprocate is the true 
issue. 
Giving and receiving are interconnected. 
oe cama who continually give yee never re- 
weary of it. Those 
dieu amie and never give become 
he obec ofthat wearnen haan yore 
simple: If you say please, say thank you. 
you ask for anything, offer Ifyou 
take something, give something 
Hoey is a journalism senior. 
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Bek To MY 
a “EP peiae Way’ 
  
I’m not sure if it was the exceptionally 
obese and tank-top-clad woman ridin 
horseback in McKi or the 
uniformed logger who was brought to — 
tears during a poor Karaoke performance 
ee anna 
scenes made me 
on there is so fishy in Den- 
mark ... or something like that. 
might be of obese 
women in tank tops, I find myself 





learned to chew tobacco and play basket- 
wy los ee ees eee 
only three DUI’s away from 
“good ol’ heer cmp 
bo sparc chon blowing i iene rs, even “ions . 
lice-mandated breathalyzer device 
their cars started in the i 
nip Sone dap 
Bren toad I was made fun of as a 
child (see , et 
rapport with the army of youngsters who 
ravage my street like pigmies on acid. I 







Some winter mo I'll walk around 
the block, stopping at trash fires and 
per ae  e 
“Nothin’ like the smell of 
i hal Pl rar papi 
slowly and trying to use unnecessary 
“Yep, I wish they'd let us burn those 
gowwweyddd-daa college 




integration between those who call them- 
selves lumberjacks and people who are 
— (dammit!) can never hap- 
If our skins were colored differently it 
would be racism, but this lack of coexist- 
OTE ee ene 
plex. It’s stickers versus 
a ecede, 3.11 1 FM vs. 96.3 FM, bingovs. 
surfing, Kodiak vs. Herbal cigarettes, 
Budweiser vs. Steelhead, broken VW 
buses vs. broken 4X4s, crabs vs. genital 
warts — I could go on. 
EE
| live in an upwardly mobile, family-type corner of 
necessary Arcata, which basically means the rotting pickup 
“Yeah...uh 
.- Rush was 
right!” I say, 
trucks on my neighbors’ front lawns are equipped 
with dual side air-bags. 
kicki if 
for wearing cowboy boots and a H 
for Paper shirt tthe same time. — 
“Yup,” the local agrees, impressing me 
with his grasp of the a 
re “yep” and 
ee omens 
igsepntmiione cd 
Maybe Arcata has its own 
A Men wanda o mgr iyo 
Er cibad woes. Maybe true 
  






   
   
   
Do you think marijuana should 
be legalized for medical use? 
“Yes, absolutely. “Yes | do. 
I think it has Cigarettes and 
some significant alcohol kill 
medical worth.” more people by 
for.” 
MIKE MACLEAN NICOLE BARCHILON FRANK 
anthropology senior social science senior 
“Yes, almost all “I think it 
the women in my should be 
family have died utilized to its 
of cancer and all fullest extent, 
of them used it’s a drug thet 
marijuana = yuuanarucxinc §Wouldhelp —_—PATRICK BOBIAS 
illegally to help ae them.” 
“I think it should “I think it 
be legalized, should be. 
period.” People are 
hurting out 
there and 
marijuana could ALEX 
math graduate student PALOMARES 
ease their CIS sophomore 
Compiled by Sandra Redmond and 
Nore Whitworth pain."   
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Headline does not reflect 
serious issues covered 
The headline for your Feb. 21 article 
“Blue Lake residents protest alternative 
being protested is not just that alterna- 
tive energy may be tested, but burning 
tires may be tested on Blue Lake resi- 
dents. 
I would have preferred the title to 
reflect that the alternative energy source 
was tires because tires contain so many 
toxic substances. A title reflecting that 
fact would have caught many people’s 
attention. 
Also, your article fails to mention that 
tire chips may be stored on site. Whenit 
rains or if the Mad River should flood, 
toxins will be released from these tires 
and enter the river. Once these toxins 
reach the water, there could be major 
impacts on invertebrates, fish, bird  and 
mammals. So, this should be 
everybody's concern, notjust Blue Lake 
residents’. 
AsaBlue Lake resident, I donot want 
to be tested on and I do not want the 
environment to be tested on! 
Patricia Clinton 
fisheries graduate student 
Wrong impression of SSI 
recipients in ‘Liquid Lunch’ 
I am writing tn response to David 
Chrisman’s putrid “Liquid Lunch” col-   
Letters to the editor © AS 
umn in the Feb. 21 edition of The Lum- 
Chrisman glibly equates Supplemen- 
tal Security Income with 
and drug addicts. I can’t speak for all SSI 
recipients, but I firmly deny to being in 
either group. 
First of all, nobody on SSI gets a $700 
check in the mail; the maximum paid to 
an individual is $626.40, subject to the 
whims of Washington a d especially Sac- 
ramento. SSI is a part state, part federal 
cash grant to those mentally or physically 
disabled who do not qualify for Social 
Security Disability. 
Contrary to popular belief, SSI is nota 
part of state or welfare. 
Second, I do not get $200 worth of 
food stamps in the mail. Not for food, 
drugs oranything else. Nobody on SSI in 
California gets f od stamps because they 
are ineligible. California is a cash out 
state, which means that the SSI grant is 
supposed to cover food as well as rent, 
clothing and other incidentals for a 
month. If Chrisman doesn’t believe me, 
let him talk to Social Security. 
In summation, I think Chrisman 
should get facts before spouting his poi- 
son in print. If he is indeed a journalism 
senior, I can see the press in this country 
embark on an endless downward spiral. 
Bruce Schneiderman 
Arcata resident   
“Liquid Lunch” has its moments, but 
writer Dave “Puke Boy” Chrisman needs to 
wake up cadaiailides week. 
Ifyou missed his Valentine’ s Day column 
which included a flattering photo of him 
da jae roelain god, he wrote,“La- 
gives you friggin’ 
roves Vln Da he hn emt 
get his forearms wet with creativity.” It’s no 
wonder he’s in the “she loves me not cat- 
egory” as he claimed in his column. 
I don’t know where he got the idea that 
giving flowers on Valentine's Day is passe. 
Pukeis passe. Ifhe ever had adate, he would 
know these things. 
I had a date on Valentine's Day with a 
friend I'll call Zoltron. I told my friends that 
if Zoltron brought me flowers, he'd be the 
man. 
Zoltron and I agreed to meet at a restau- 
rant I’ll call Food Not Bombs. When I got 
there, hegreeted mewith 
ps oe ayes entirely turned on and 
Eee, teabonks the 
most intoxicating scent: strong and sexy. 
“Thank you!” I said. 
tences all evening. 
When it was time to go home, I drove 
Zoltron to his house and he asked me to 
come in fora night cap. [looked at him with 
hy saad pogo a 
I brought my rose with me iton 
the cof table next othe couch We sat 




and talked as the rose’s stimulating scent 
filled the air. 
Zoltron inhaled and looked at 
me. | inhaled deeply and a very warm feel- 
ing came over me. I looked at Zoltron and 
he leaned in close. 
Our kisses tasted like roses, our tongues 
soft like the petals. He embraced me and I 
smelled roses in his hair. His neck smelled 
and tasted like roses. Iwas breathing heavy 
— roses, roses, roses, yes, yes, yes 
“I better go,” I said. I stood up and I was 
dizzy. I fell back on the couch. 
“Are you OK?” Zoltron asked. 
I looked into his eyes, green like my 
rose’s long stem. “Yes,” I said. 
Not only does a date who brings flowers 
chew Grea tenie apne te untae 
it’s a sweet and subtle way of saying, “I 
think you're ‘Pretty cool end I'd like to 
impress you,” which any date would ap- 
preciate. 
Flowers are powerfully sensual. They’re 
beautiful to see, smell, touch and some- 
times to taste. Their different colors and 
scents elicit emotions, feelings, memories 
and desires. 
It makes no difference if the flowers are 
store-bought, wild crafted (harvested from 
the wild), or pirated from your neighbor's 
garden. te the thought that counts and it 
counts a lot. 
Lubin is an environmental ethics senior. 
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OPPOR TUNI Le 
savas dees canh cede 
on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour 
companies. World travel. 
Seasonal & full-time employment 
experience necessary. 
For more information call 1-206- 
971-3550 ext. C60472. x 
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK 
Make up to $25-45/hr. teaching 
basic conversational English in 
Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No 
teaching background or Asion 
languages required. For 
information call: (206) 971-3570 
ext. J60472. RY) 
 
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT— 
Students needed! Fishing 
industry. Ear up to $3000-$6000+ 
per month. Room and board! 
Transportation! Male or female. 
No experience necessary. Call 
(206)971-3510 ext A60472. x96 
NATIONAL PARK JOBS. 
 
Forestry workers, park rangers, 
firefighters, lifeguards, + volunteer 
and government positions 
available at National Parks. 
Excellent benefits + bonuses! Over 
25,000 openings! For more info. 
call 1-206-971-3620 ext. N60472 
JOBS IN PARADISE—Travel 
abroad and work ata tropical beach 
resort, dude ranch, or river rafting 
company this summer. Excellent 
benefits + bonuses. Cail Resort 
Employment Services (206)971- 
3600 ext. R60471. 36 
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS! 
Over $6 billion in public and private 
sector grants & scholarships is 
now available. Ali students are 
eligible. Let us help. For more 




What can you do to get 
300,000 miles out of your car? 
Practice 
AUTO WELLNESS 
Our Systems Managed Care Program, 
using factory parts, dramatically increases 
performance and longevity. 
Factory trained technician for 
HONDA ¢ GM ¢ TOYOTA 
Cars, Trucks & 4X4's ¢ Carb Overhaul 
¢Fuel Injection Diagnosis¢ 
For do-it-yourselfers, Self-Help Classes available! 
822-25 
513 J Street * Arcata 
easy 
(800) 862-1962 ext. 33 
SUMMER CAMP JOBS ATCAMP 
TAWONGA. interviewing on 
campus 3/6/96. If you love 
Yosemite, kids, and making a 
difference, join our summer staff 





NOW! Amazing recorded 
message gives details. 814-489- 
5404 Ext. 139, 24 hours. 
COMING SOON! Tech Fair 96— 
March 14, 1996—Kate Buchanan 
Room—9:00 to 4:00 213 
in SF East Bay committed to 
helping ALL children grow in self- 




climbing. Refs/Exper/Excel DMV. 
510-283-3795 
SUMMER CAMP JOBS! 
Councelors needed for Girl Scout 
resident camps in Santa Cruz Mins. 
and day camp in San Jose. 
Specialty staff needed for Kitchen, 
Art, and Horseback Riding. Join us! 
Call 408-287-4170 for more info. 
 
   
    
   
CLASSIFIED 
   
CAMP TULEGUOIA near Kings 
Nat'l Park, hires dedicated, 
people who want to 
make a real difference in today's 
world. ON-CAMPUS NTER- 
VIEWS March 14 & 15. Contact 
the Student Employment Office. 
BEFORE RESPONDING to 
advertisements requesting money be 
sent or giving a credit card number 
over the phone, you may want to 
contact the local Better Business 
Bureau to verify the authenticity of the 
company. The Lumberjack will not be 
responsible for the validity of " 
offerings advertised. 
FOR RENT 
SMALL SUNNY ROOM, 3 BD 
house. Must be clean, consi- 
derate. References. $225/mo, 1/ 
3 utilities, $250 dep. Walk toHSU. 
Non-cig smokers. Female 
household w/one cat. Available 
now. 826-1920. 
RUSTIC COTTAGE ON THE 
BAY plus utilities in exchange for 
flex-time secretarial work; no 
canines; call 443-3794 and leave 
message. 
CLEAN SUNNY 2 BDRM APT in 
tri-plex available March. 
Large bedrooms, plenty of 
month, Ist/last deposit, year 
lease. 822-9310. 
18D 1BA APT., no pets, quiet 
location on Arcata busline, 2 
minutes by car from , 10 
to HSU. Rent $380/mo pius 
sec. Call 445-5166. 
PERSONALS 
WORMWOOD—Unfortunately, 
some of the silly things take Lent 
seriously, especially at the Church 
of the Holy Family, 1757 J, Arcata, 




DON'T MISS IT! GREAT 
PRIZES! Tech Fair 96—March 
14, 96—Kate Buchanan Room— 
9:00 to 4:00. 
REAL ESTATE 
JUST YARDS TO THE TRINITY 
RIVER, minutes to Lewiston Lake. 
Fisherman's dream! Large, 
comfortable 2 bdrm mobile on 2.5+ 
acres. Garden, deck, ramada, 
pines, great water. OPEN HOUSE 
MAR 2, 3, 4. $55,000, by owner. 




ENJOY A MASSAGE in Arcata. 
Massage relaxes muscies and 
relieves tension. Massage transmits 
healing energy by caring human 
contact. Foot-Reflexology. Reidun 
Olsson CMP 822-7247. 
NEED AUTO INSURANCE? Even 
if you have tickets, accidents or a 
DUI we can help. Payment plans 
available. Call Chuck, Dave or Kim 
at 826-0624 ve 
1985 TAX RETURNS — $35 with 
student ID. For both California and 
Federal short form returns. Other 
ee quoted. 30 years 
. Fran Roth, 822-5835, 
1593 F Street, Arcata. 
FREE MONEY FOR STUDENTS! 
Learn how to quickly and easily 
 
  
FOR ALL YOUR TYPING AND 
TRANSCRIBING NEEDS; 
reasonable rates and fast turn 
around. Please call Meari at 
  
MACS, MACS, MACS, MACS FOR 
THE MASSES! Macintosh 





PERFORMA 62141 Tech Fair 
96—March 14, 96—Kate 





IMAGEWRITER, DOT MATRIX 
PRINTER for $75 OBO. Janet, 
826-3250 
 
18 SPEED FREE SPIRIT IRON 
MOUNTAIN BIKE for girls forsale, 
$75. ere Mee te 
sell immediatly. Please call soon 
for details, great buy! 826-9738 
MERREL HIKING BOOTS. 
Women's size 8, waterproof Lazer 
K2 170em SKIS, BINDINGS, 
POLES, size 91/2 boats for 
women. $75 OBO. Call 822-9303. 
AUTOMOTIVE 
1984 JEEP WAGONEER 
LIMITED EDITION; 2.8 Liter V-6; 
leather interior; excellent condition 
inside and out; vee call 
Zack 445-8043. 
1966 VW BUG CLASSIC, good 
condition, $1800. Call 822-1932, 
leave message. 
THULE ROOF RACK FOR CARS, 
holds two bikes and one 
snowboard mount, with locks. 822- 
INGE O ee 
MAC COMPUPTER PARTS: 
Looking for color monitor 
keyboards, mice, printers, software 
— Alan, 822- 
DENTISTRY | 
Mark A. Hise MS-DDS 
“We cater to cowards!” 
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: $4-5. 822-4766 . 
i a runs 6-8 p.m. Tuesday at the Cam- ° “Tartuffe,” a student play, b MUSIC B sciryide Pub od tary Dime Sb Tureen Tem 3 de Gra 
“Return of the Tred gee ant nology. 826-3551. urday and March 6-9 in the Gist 
Rute Stalk Fest,” 5 9p.m. . Nocover ¢ AHow toFindaSummerJob Hall Theatre. A naive B 
ae Fei, pee, ee Pate. Over Spring Break workshop by _manis seduced by religious zealots ag 
Thursday at the the Career Center begins at noon _ in this retelling of a Moliere com- Starting Fri- 
Mateel Community on March 6 in Nelson Hall East ¢dy. Admission is $6, $3.50 for day, “Beyond 
Center in Redway. Trulio 120. 826-3341. students. All nights except Fridays Raven Dark,” a 
Disgracias, Super 8, Blow Fy, ¢ Afreewoolspinningandpro- and Saturdaysarediscounted.826- _ cartoon exhibit by Karen Gordon, 
Mary Harris and The Vi is on di 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
Calhoun Band perform. Tickets @ Tuesday through Saturday 
are $12. Advance tickets are ad- Pi March 25 in the Phan- 
vised at The Works in Arcata or tom Gallery at 415 5th Street in 
Eureka. 923-DOWN. sor runs 2:30-3:30 p.m. andafo- | a a agi So artist 
° Christopher Parkening, rum for the first district Feet First 1-3 p.m. Saturday. 
“classical guitar virtuoso,” per- The 19th annual Foggy Bottom Milk Run and Walk will start 442-0278. 
forms 8 p.m. Saturday at Van 
Duzer Theatre. Tickets are $17 
general, $13 students and seniors, 
available through CenterArts at 
the UC Ticket Office. 826-3928. 
e Little Charlie and the 
Nightcats perform rock-a-billy, 
western swing and rhythm and 
blues 9 p.m. Saturday at Club 
West. The New Bandits open the 
show. Advance tickets are $10 at 
The Works in Arcata and Eureka, 
$12 at the door. Ages 18 and over 
welcome. 444-CLUB. 
¢ Cafe Mokka hosts the Greek 
styles of Kefi 8:30 p.m. Saturday. 
No cover charge. 822-2228. 
¢ Deep Forest Pizza hosts the 
acoustics of Trillium 9 p.m. to 
midnight Saturday and the soft jazz 
of Marimba 7 p.m. Sun- 
day. No cover charge. 668-5933. 
¢ The Depot hosts Silver Lips 
courtesy of CenterArts and KRFH 
610 am. Admission is free. 
e Eureka Inn hosts Note 4 Note 
9:30 p.m. to 1 a.m. Friday and 
Saturday in the Rathskeller. 
Holbrook and Bear perform Fri- 
day and the jazz of Barbara 
Romero the Jerry Moors Trio 
perform Saturday 8 p.m. to mid- 
nightin the Palm Lounge. Nocover 
c » 
e The} hosts the rock 
’n’ roll of Used Carma Friday and 
the blues of Doug Vanderpool and 
the Swammis of Soul Saturday. 
Show times vary. Expect to arrive 
by 9 p.m. Cover charges average 
- River Flow Rates: Modeling 
runs 3:45-5:30 p.m. Sunday in the 
Green and Gold Room in 
Founders Hall. It is sponsored by 
the Student Environmental Action 
Coalition and the Humboldt Or- 
ganization for People and the En- 
vironment. 826-2790. 
¢ “Wildlands Project as a Vi- 
sion for the 21st Century,” a talk 
by Dave Foreman, conservation 
director of the Wildlands Project 
in Albuquerque, New Mexico, will 
be given at 2 p.m. Thursday in the 
Kate Buchanan Room. 
¢ “Tribal Courts in Califor- 
nia: The Missing Branch of 
Tribal Government?” a talk by 
Native American law attorney 
Dario Robertson, will be given at 7 
p-m. Thursday in Natural Re- 
sources 101. 826-4750. 
¢ “Hippo Populations and 
the 
Relationship,” a talk by Roland 
Lamberson, math professor, will 
be given at 7:30 p.m. Thursday in 
Science B 133. 826-4952. 
e Jewelry Designer and Gold- 
smith Susan Wood-Onstad gives 
a slide lecture 7 p.m. Friday in Art 
102. 
¢ A presentation on living wills 
runsnoonto 1:30 p.m. Tuesday in 
Modular B at St. Joseph Hospital. 
Living wills specify, for an inca- 
pacitated person, what life-pro- 
longing medical measures should 
be taken by physicians. 445-8121, 
extension 5805. 
° A free ture work- 
shop about the “design of a sus- 
tainable living system to integrate 




available at Wildberries 
Book and Rummage Sale 
Church     
at Main and Ocean streets Sunday in Ferndale. 
Arcata. A $14 entrance fee includes a race t-shirt. A two mile run 
begins at 1:30 p.m. and four and six mile runs begin at 2 p.m. 
Registration is also possible Sunday 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at 
Portuguese Hall in Ferndale. For more information call 677-3655. 
“Short Cuts,” Robert Altman’s film based on the short stories 
of alumnus Raymond Carver shows 7 p.m. Friday in Founders 
Hall 118, courtesy of the HSU Literary Society. A donation of $2 
is requested. For more information call 822-2191. 
The Trinidad Library Book Sale and Trinidad 
rummage sale run 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturday at the 
Trinidad Town Hall. For more information call 677-0227. 
Entry forms are 
and The Joggin’ Shop in 
    
cessing workshop for turning raw 
wool into starts at 5:30 p.m. 
March 6 at the Campus Center for 
Appropriate Technology. Call 
826-3551 to register or if you can 
bring your own spinning wheel. 
: om aa 
aT ‘ 4, On 
   
“Writing my 
Way Out of Adolescence,” a solo 
performance by Jeff DeMark, runs 
grand opening weekend for the 
Pretenders Center for the Arts. 
This show about “growing up, 
going crazy and living to tell about 
it” begins at 8 p.m. Admission is 
$5, $6 on Saturday as a benefit for 
Arcata House. 822-7373. 
Navin 
»« | 
> ae 2 
and / or 
estl! 




IS THAT WE THAT COULD 
WAVE POOR «= «SE THE 
  
5493. 
e An open-mic poetry jam 
hosted by the Redwood Coast 
Writers’ Center runs 7:30-10 p.m. 
Thursday at Humboldt Bay Cof- 
fee Company in Eureka. Howdy 
Emerson will also play. Admis- 
sion is $2. 442-8415. 
o™ ” a one-act stu- 
dent play, runs 4 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
Friday and 8 p.m. Saturday in Gist 
Hall 2. A wife who’s lost her 
memory tries to cope with life and 
her husband’s attempts to pull her 
back to him. Admission is free. 
826-5493. _ 
¢ Master Dancers and Musi- 
cians from Guinea, West Africa 
perform 8 p.m. Saturday at the 
Creamery Dancenter. The danc- 
ers have performed with the Na- 
tional Ballet of Guinea. 
Admission is $10. 923-2642. 
  
¢ The Sierra Club hosts a Praire 
Creek Redwoods State Park 
hike 9 a.m. Saturday. Bring a 
lunch, water and winter wear for 
this day-long event. Meet at the 
Uniontown shopping center. 
Heavy rain cancels. 839-8709. 
¢ The Ink People Center for the 
Arts presents a contemporary art 
and cultural exchange with the 
University of Science and Tech- 
nology of Ghana, West Africa. An 
opening reception will be held 7 
p.m. Saturday with food and mu- 
sic of Ghana. Art and cultural in- 
formation will be on display 
throughout March at 411 12th 
Street in Eureka. 442-8413. 
Films 
“King of 
Hearts,” a clas- 
sic French film, 
shows 10:30 p.m. 
Thursday at the Arcata Theatre as 
a fundraiser for the Humboldt In- 
ternational Film Festival. 826- 
4113. 
¢ “Combination Platter,” a 
comedy-drama about an Asian il- 
legal immigrant in the U.S., shows 
3:30-5:30 p.m. Saturday at the 
North Country Clinic in Arcata. 
The film is courtesy of Couch Po- 
tatoes for Diversity. 822-9045. 
e “What's in The Box?” a film 
about dogs, vampires and donuts 
by two local filmmakers makes its 
world premiere 8 p.m. March 6 at 
the Minor Theatre. Admission is 





     




78 PowerMac 7200 
eect naiidhtiitaess 
© 8MB of RAM, SOOMB Hard Drive 
© Quadruple Speed CD-ROM 
* Three industry-standard PC! expansion slots. 
© Two high-speed serial ports 
© 10Base-T and AAUI Ethernet connectors 
pring 
Be riot man PeLforma 6214CD | PowerBook 5300 Series 
sold seperately. 
$1,299 
: 1 Diplay ° Internal expansion bay for additional storage devices 
M3102LL/A 
Shown bere with 
Display (M261 
M3104LL/A   
PowerMac 7500 
® Teresita iad aati 
© 16MB of RAM, SOOMB or 1GB Hard Drive 
© Quadruple Speed CD-ROM 
° Three industry-standard PCI expansion slots. 
© Two high-speed serial ports 
© 10Base-T and AAUI Ethernet connectors 
© Se eee note 
D aieir aoe © 24-bit composite and S-video input 
PowerMac 7500/100 Mhz CD 16/1000 «-« $2,069 
PowerMac 8500 
© PowerPC 604/120Mhz processor (user upgradable) 
© 16MB of RAM, 1GB or 2GB Hard Drive 
* Quadruple Speed CD-ROM 
© 256K level-2 cache on a DIMM 
* 10Base-T and AAUI Ethernet connectors 
end ple 2° ® 64-bit VRAM graphics subsystem 
/A), sold seperately: © 24-bit composite and S-video input 
PowerMac 8500/120 Mhz CD 16/1000 $3,289 
Monday - Thursday 7:45am - 6:00pm 
Friday 7:45am - 5:00pm 
Closed Saturday & Sunday 
Phone: 826 - 5848 
Features of the 6300: 
© 100- and 117 -MHz PowerPC 603¢ 
© 500-MB or 1.1-GB Hard Disk Drives 
° 8 MB RAM, Expandable to 64 MB 
® 10.4 Inch Active-Matrix Displays 
© $12K/1 MB VRAM 
© 16-Bit Stereo Sound © 
© Video-Out Port 
© Nickel Metal-Hydride Battery 
© Weight: 5.8 to 6.2 pounds   
PowerBook §300ca/100 w/PewerPC SMB 
, | Hard Disk 800/Color (mse2si/) 
» $2,109 SAVE $216 
T PowerBook 300c/100 wi/PowerPC 16MB 
Hard Disk 750/Color (me4seLL/A) 
$3,375 SAVE $324 
LaserWriter 4/600 PS 
The Apple LaserWriter 4/600 PS is an affordable PostScript laser printer that offers a number of 
advanced print capabilities. It's ideal for individual home, education, and small-business users 
who require outstanding print quality, PostScript capability, and future RAM expansion options. 
Laser Writer 4/600 PS (seve) 5 759 SAVE $90 
MultiScan 15” Display | Apple StyleWriter 1200 
ja 
SAVE $40 $389 SAVESSO $195 
Watch for Teck Gair '96! & 
Prices are for HSU stedeats, Staff, and Faculty oaly. Proof of enrollment or employment is required. \vems may be subject to availability 
from manufacturer. The computer industry is fast paced and changes occur daily. As a tesult, the HSU Bookstore cannot be held responsible Mastery Cat 
for any change in price, or updates to product lines, after t he merchandise has been purchased. picluanebtatenie amare Authorized Reseller 
stock and may require special ordering. Therefore, all sales are fiaal; ao refunds. Prices are subject to change at aay time. 
    






e JUICE BAR 
OPEN EVERY DAY 
INCLUDING HOLIDAYS 
Sun - Thurs: noon to 11 pm 
Fri & Sat: noon to | am 
© GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE « 
CORNER 5th & J, ARCATA * CALL 822-2228 FOR ie 9 RVATIONS  
 
